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HUANMIAN CHEN 
Regulators of a· protein signaling (RGS proteins) regulate presynaptic 
inhibition at rat hippocampal synapses 
(Under the direction of NEVIN A. LAl\IIBERT) 

Presynaptic inhibition of elicited neurotransmitter release mediated by G 

protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) can develop and decay in a few seconds. 

This time course is too rapid to be accounted for by the intrinsic G TPase 

·activity of Ga subunits alone. Here we test the hypothesis that endogenous 

regulators of G protein §.ignaling (RGS proteins), which are GTPase activating 

proteins (GAPs) for Ga, are required for rapid, brief presynaptic inhib'ition. 

Endogenous G protein a subunits were uncoupled from. GPCRs by treating 

hippocampal microisland cultures with pertussis toxin (PTX). Adenovirus

mediated expression of mutant PTX-insensitive (PTX-i) Gai1_3 or Gao subunits 

rescued adenosine-induced presynaptic inhibition in neurons. Expression of 

double mutant Gaii or Ga0 subunits that were both PTX-insensitive and unable 

to bind RGS proteins (PTX/RGS-i) also rescued presynaptic inhibition. 

Presynaptic inhibition mediated by PTX/RGS-i subunits decayed. much more 

slowly after agonist removal than that mediated by PTX -i subunits or native G 

proteins. The onset of presynaptic inhibition mediated by PTX/RGS-i Gao was 

also slower than that mediated by PTX-i Ga0 • In contrast, the onset of 

presynaptic inhibition· mediated by PTX/RGS-i Gai 1 was similar to that 

mediated by PTX-i Gail. These results suggest that endogenous RGS proteins 

are present in presynaptic terminals and essential for fast recovery of 

presynaptic inhibition. The effect of endogenous RGS proteins on the onset of. 

presynaptic inhibition appears . dependent on the particular Ga- subunits 

involved. 



We also performed experiments to test· whether the functions of RGS 

proteins are sensitive to upregulation. Over-expression ~f RGS8 in neurons 

without pretreatment of PTX not only accelerated the time course of the onset 

but also increased· the steady state level of presynaptic inhibition. Over

expression of RGS4 also enhanced the steady state. These results suggest that 

RGS8 and probably RGS4 as well can be transported to presynaptic terminals 

and upregulate the activation of Guo protein signaling. Interestingly, 

overexpression of these RGS proteins failed to accelerate the recovery of 

presynaptic inhibition, although it is well established that both RGS8 and E.GS4 

are strong GAPs for Gai/o· This result suggests GAP activity for Gau0 in 

presynaptic terminals is physiologically "saturated" by endogenous RGS 

proteins. 

INDEX WORDS: presynaptic inhibition, RGS proteins, G proteins. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

1. Statement of the problem 

Behavior and cognition in the vertebrate mainly depend on information 

flowing at synapses between neurons, and between neurons and their target 

effectors .. This process, namely neurotransmission,. begins when an action 

potential (which itself is often the result of sensory stimulation) propagates 

along the axon and depolarizes presynaptic terminals, activates voltage 

dependent calcium channels and tb~s results in calcium_ influx. Inside 

presynaptic · terminals there are many .synaptic vesicles containing 

neurotransmitters such as glutamate, y-aminobutyric _· acid (GABA), or 

acetylcholine. Calcium ions bind to calcium sensor proteins and trigger vesicle·· 

-fusion with the' plasma membra~e and thus neurotransmitter release. These 

neurotransmitters are the messengers that transfer- signals from presynaptic to 

postsynaptic cells via activation of receptors on the postsynaptic plasma 

membrane. 

The major "task" of a neuron is to produce appropriate output signals in 

. response to unpredictable input signals. Therefore it comes as no surprise that. 

the strength ~f neurotransmissiori, which is defined as the average size of the 

· postsynaptic current or voltage evoked by a presynaptic action potential, _is 

subject to sophisticated modulation. For example, presynaptic terminals may. 

possess several different ligand-gated ion channels such as kainate receptors (a 

type of ionotropic glutamate receptor) (Schmitz, et al., 2000), GABAA 

receptors, nicotinic ·acetylcholine receptors, and numerous heterotrimeric G-. 

_ protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) (reviewed by Miller 1998 and. Meir, et al., 

-1999). These presynaptic receptors can be activated by neurotransmitters 



released either from the same neuron possessing the cognate receptors or from 

nearby neurons. Activation of these receptors either decreases or increases the 

probability that a presynaptic action potential will result in neurotransmitter 

release. Arguably the most common form of presynaptic inhibition in the 

mammalian.central nervous system (CNS) is due to activation of pertussis toxin 

(PTX) sensitive Gif0 proteins. For example, activation of GABAs receptors, 

adenosine A 1 receptors or a 2 adrenoreceptors at excitatory presynaptic 

terminals in the hippocampus (as in other areas of brain) significantly inhibits 

action potential-evoked glutamate release (reviewed by Wu and Saggau, 1997). 
. . ~ 

This inhibition can be abolished by pretreatment of PTX (Scholz and Miller, 

1991a&b and Boehm 1999). PTX ADP-ribosylates a conserved C-terminal -4 

residue cysteine of the a subunits of Gi · family including Gi1_3, Go and 

transducin, thus disrupting the functional coupling between G proteins and 

receptors (reviewed by Milligan 1988). With the exception of tansducin all of 

these G proteins are expressed in the hippocampus (Bran, et al., 1987; Cortes, et 

al., 1988; Aoki, et al., 1992 and Okuhara, et al., 1996), but the expression 

pattern at single neuron level or terminals is still not clear. Presynaptic 

inhibition mediated by activated PTX-sensitive G protein is largely due to the 

attenuation of calcium influx via voltage-dependent calcium channels in the 

terminal (Wu and Saggau 1997). In the hippocampus, so-called "N type" and 

"PIQ type" calcium channels control neurotransmitter release (Wu and Saggau 

1997 and Reid, et al., 1998). Investigations in sympathetic neurons and 

mammalian cell lines -have shown that free G~y dimers can bind directly to the a 

subunit of N or P/Q type calcium channels, thereby altering gating and making 

these channels more reluctant to open (Bean 1989; Ikeda 1996 and Herlitze, et 

al., 1996; and also revievved by Ikeda and Dunlap 1999). If these findings also 
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apply· to presynaptic terminals, then direct G~y inhibition of calcium channel 

would be the major molecular mechanism of presynaptic inhibition mediated by 

activation of PTX -sensitive G protein coupled receptors. Direct inhibition of 

release machinery downstream of calcium entry may also contribute to some 

degree in some cases (reviewed by Miller 1998). 

Heterotrimeric G proteins are composed of three decreasing-sized 

polypeptides: a, ~ and y subunits. The interaction between G proteins and 

receptors are mainly determined by Ga subunits, which comprise Gas, Gai, 

Gaq and Ga 12 families in mammalian cells. In cells,~ andy bind to each.i?ther 

tightly and function as a single unit. Ga is ~nactive when it binds GDP. 

GaGDP has a high affinity for ~y, thus the basal rate of ~y release from 

GaGDP is very low, and G proteins mainly exist as heterotrimeric GaonP~Y· G 

protein signaling turns on when agonists bind and consequently activate 

receptors. These activated receptors stimulate nuc.leotide exchange (GTP for 

GDP) of the. associated Gaonp~y, followed by dissociation of G proteins from 

. receptors and also dissociation of GaGTP from ~y. Both GaGTP and free f3y 

are capable of interacting with numerous effectors,· resulting in either 

activation or inhibition of enzymes or/and. ion channels. .. GaGTP possesses 

intrinsic GTPase activity. G protein signaling turns off when GaGTP is 

hydrolyzed to GaGDP and GaGDP re-associates with ~y. Accordingly, the 

intrinsic GTPase activity and nucleotide exchange rate determine the duration ·. 

as well as the strength of G protein signaling (reviewed by Neer 1995 and 

Hamm and Gilchrist 1996). 

Biochemical studies have shown that GaGTP is a relatively slow intrinsic 

GTPase, with the GTP hydrolysis rate --2/min for PTX-sensitive G proteins 

(reviewed by Fields and Case·y 1997). In other words, --30 seconds are needed 



. ,· 

to hydrolyze 63% of GaGTP to GaGDP. However, some G protein-mediated 

physiological responses including ·presynaptic inhibition are fast processes. 

Presynaptic inhibition in cultured hippocampal neurons decays in just a few 

seconds after agonist removal (Pfrieger, et al., 1994). Similar time course is 

also found for presynaptic inhibition mediated by activity-dependent release of 

endogenous .ligands such as adenosine and. GABA (Mitchell, et al., 1993 and 

Dittman and Regehr 1997). The decay of presynaptic inhibition is thus too fast 

to be accounted by the intrinsic GTPase activity ofPTX-sensitive Ga subunits 

alone. A recently . identified protein family named regulators of G pr~tein 
. ~: 

~ignaling (RGS proteins) act as GTPase gctivating 12.roteins (GAPs) for GaGTP 

in vitro, i.e. RGS proteins accelerate the GTP hydrolysis rate of GaGTP (recent 

reviews see De Vries, et al 2000; Ross and Wilkie 2000 and Burchett 2000). 

We have thus made. an attempt to test the hypothesis that RGS proteins are 

.present at hippocampal presynaptic terminals and that these endogenous RGS 

proteins are required for fast timecourse of presynaptic inhibition. We also 

attempted to determine whether at terminals the GAP activity is subject to up

regulation. 

2. Experimental approach 

Assessment of the potential function of endogenous RGS proteins in 

presynaptic inhibition requires an indirect experimental approach. Construction 

of RGS knockout mice is complicated by the fact that RGS proteins are likely 

to be redundant in function, and that at least nine RGS proteins are co

expressed in the brain, among them at least seven RGS proteins are expressed 

· in hippocampal pyramidal and granule cells (Gold, et al., 1997). As is the case 

for Ga subunits, it is unknown how .many RGS proteins are co-expressed in a 
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single neuron, and whether RGS proteins are present at presynapic terminals. 
. -

· Co~struction of a dominant-negative mutant RGS protein (namely that still can 

interact normally with its original substrate Ga but without GAP activity) is 
- . . 

expected to be problematic, because-the GAP activity of RGS proteins is due to 

stabi~ization o(the transition state of GaGTP by the RGS core domain (Tesmer, 

et al., 1997 and. Srinivasa, et al., 1998). This implies that it may. be- impossible 

to separate the GAP activity_ of a RGS protein from its ability to interact with its_ 

substrate Ga(JTP at transitional state. Antisense or. ribozyme strategies are also 

· unlikely to· be able to simultaneously decrease the expression of multiple ·\RGS 

proteins due to the inherent limitation of the technology. Therefore, a novel 

approach is required to_ study the overall function of RGS proteins at central· 

synapses. . Two recent studies seem to offer· such a means. Chemical 

mutagenesi~ screening_ "in baker yeast has revealed ·that a glycine-to-serine 

mutation at position 302 in GPAl (DiBello; et al., 1998), the yeast homologue 

. of mammalian Gai subunit, results in a phenotype similar to the loss of SST2, · 

the yeast GPA1 ... specific RGS protein~ The mutant GPA1 shows similar 

kinetics ·of intrinsic · GTP. hydrolysis and basal nucleotide exchange- as wild 

GPA1 but is unresponsive to RGS-GAP activity in vitro. The mutant GPA1 
.. . . . . . ' . 

also interacts· nolJilally with G~y and the pheromone receptor but is resistant to -

the action of the RGS protein SST2 in living yeast. cells. The analogous 
. ' ' 

-·mutation in mammalian Gail(G183S) and- Ga0(G184S) also disrupts the 

-interacti~n between G proteins and RGS proteins, whereas the other aspects· of 

. Ga· :ftuictio.O. seem intact in biochemical assay (Lan, et aL, 1998) .. These RGS-

. insensitiv~ (RGS-i). mutant Ga proteins are us.eful to test the ·function of · 

endogenous RGS proteins. _ In the experiments described here we compare the 

kinetics of pre-synaptic inhibition mediated by RGS-t Guo ,proteins with that -
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mediated by RGS-sensitive Gilo proteins (i.e. the wild type G proteins) in 

· cultured hippocampal neurons. As mentioned earlier, numerous native Gito 

proteins may 'be present at synaptic terminals. Consequently there is a need to 

differentiate RGS-i G protein-mediated presynaptic inhibition from native G 

protein-mediated inhibition. Because mice with genetic deletion of all the Gaii-

310 a~e not available,. we have adopted another commonly used approach. Since 

adenosine AI receptor (or GABAB receptor)-mediated presynaptic inhibition is 

due to activation of PTX-sensitive G proteins, we can use PTX pretreatment to 

uncouple all endogenous Gilo proteins from receptors. At the same time w:e can 
~; . 

protect RGS-i Ga proteins from.·t· PTX-mediated ADP-ribosylation by 

incorporating a mutation at the position of the conserved C-terminal cysteine. 

Over-expression of such RGS-insensitive and PTX-insensitive (RGS/PTX-i) 

double mutant Ga or PTX-insensitive (PTX-i) single mutant Ga proteins in 

PTX pretreated hippocampal neurons should allow us to isolate the mutant G 

protein-mediated presynaptic inhibition. More importantly, comparison of the 

kinetics of RGS/PTX-i Ga-mediated presynaptic inhibition with that of PTX-i 

Ga-mediated inhibition should allow us to determine whether RGS proteins are. 

present at presynaptic terminals and whether these endogenous RGS proteins 

are required for fast kinetics of presynaptic inhibition mediated by Gi/o proteins. 

It should be pointed out that several investigators have suggested the use of 

RGS-i Ga to ·evaluate the function of endogenous RGS proteins in cultured 

mammalian cells or· even whole organisms (DiBello, et al., 1998 Lan; et al 

1998). This RGS/PTX-i double mutation strategy was first developed and used 

by Jeong and Ikeda (2000) in their functional study of .endogenous RGS 

proteins in sympathetic neurons. 
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tn this study, ·using adenovirus-mediated gene transfer in. rat hippocampal. 

micro~sland· ( autaptic) cultures . and conventional whole-cell vo~tage clamp 

techniques· c·ombined with fast ·solution exchange, we have found that both 

PTX-i. Ga (including Gail-3 and Gao) and RGS/PTX-i Ga (including Gail and . 

Gao) can partially rescue adenosine-mediated presynaptic inhibition in PTX 

. pretreated hippocampal neurons. Whereas the recovery kinetics ofpresynaptic 

inhibition mediated by PTX-i Ga sub11:nits resembles that mediated by native G · 

prot.eins,_RGS/PTX-i Ga mediated inhibition decays muchi?ore slowly. ·~ore_ 

interestingly, endogenous RGS proteins appear to·. differentially ·regulat~ the. 

onset kinetics of presynaptic inhibition mediated by Gi 1 and G0 • Endogenous·, 

RGS proteins seem to accelerate the onset kinetics of G0 -mediated presynaptic 

inhibition· and are thus required for signaling very short exposures of agonists, 

whereas they have no effect on the· onset time course · of Gn-mediated 
. . 

presynaptic inhibition. To our surprise, indirect measurement base4 on a two-

. ·.state model indicates that endogenous RGS proteins actually decrease the onset 

rate of Gi 1-mediated presynaptic inhibition. Taken together, we. conclude ,(1) 

· that RGS protein(s) are present at hippocampal presynaptic terminals, and these 

. . · endogenous. RGS ·proteins are essential for rapid and brief presynaptic 
. . ' 

inhibition; (2) that endogenous RGS proteins may m~dulate receptor-stimulated· 

nucleotide exchange rate of Guo proteins at hippocampal presynaptic terminals. 

· To assess whether the function of RGS proteins in synaptic terminals is 

amenable to upregulation, we have studied the effect. of overexpressiori' of 

exogenous RGS proteins on synaptic transmission. Overexpression. of two 

strong Gai1o GAPs RGS8 and RGS4 in neurons(without PTX pretreatment) has 

··no effect on the decay of agonist-mediated presyn8;piic inhibition but 

accelerates the onset kinetics (in the case of RGS8) and increases the degree of · 
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steady state inhibition. These results suggest that· GAP activity for Gauo 

. subunits in presynaptic terminals is physiologically "saturated" by endogenous 

RGS proteins. 

3. Review of related literature: 

RGS proteins modulate ion channels important in neurotransmission 

(1). Discovery of RGS proteins 

· Some G-protein mediated . physiological· processes such.' as 
-~, 

phototransduction and activation of G-protein activated inwardly rectifying 

_ potassium (GIRK) current in atrium and neurons terminate within one second. 

This rate is more than 20 fold faster than the intrinsic GTP hydrolysis rate of 

purified Ga subunits. This observation suggests that factors that accelerate 

hydrolysis of GaGTP to GaGDP (i.e., Ga specific GAPs) must be present. 

Indeed, it was found that Gq111 's effector enzyme phospholipase C-~1 -stimulates 

the hydrolysis of Gq111 bound GTP (Berstein, et al., 1992), and adenylyl cyclase 

V is a GAP for its regulator Gas (Scholich, et al., 1999). Since 1995 it was 

realized that a large family of proteins now known as regulators of G protein 

. §ignaling (i.e. RGS proteins), are also GAPs for certain GaGTP but they are 

usually not the effector molecules of GaGTP (one exception is the guanine 

nucleotide exchange factor for monomeric G protein Rho, p 115RhoGEF, which 

is a member of RGS family with specific GAP activity for Ga12113 , but itself is 

also the effector enzyme of Ga12113 (Kozasa, et_ al., 1998)). The founding 

member of the RGS family is the yeast protein SST2. In order to have a good 

understanding of SST2 protein and hence the RGS family, we need to briefly 

review the pheromone sign~l transduction pathway in yeast. 
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The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a unicellular eukaryote 

that can grow as diploid or one of two haploid cell types, known as mating type · 

a and·a (MATa and MATa). MATa cells secrete a peptide pheromone called 

mating factor a, whereas MATa cells secrete mating factor a. Mating·factors 

act only on cells o( the opposite type to promote cell fusion, leading to 

formation of an a/a diploid cell. The pheromone response is mediated by a 

classic seven-transmembrane receptor/heterotrimeric G protein complex. ·In 

yeast haploid cell free ~y dimers activate the mitogen-activating protein k~nase 

cascade, leading to growth arrest in the G 1 phase just prior to DNA synthesis 

(and other changes) in order to prepare for mating. However, if mating does 

. not occur, the growth-arrested cells eventually re.cover and resume growth even 

in the continuous presence of the appropriate pheromone, i.e., the cells are 

"desensitized" (reviewed by Dahlman and Thorner 1997). As yeast can grow 

as haploid (each gene has only one copy in each cell), mutations can be readily 

isolated. This makes yeast an attractive model organism to genetically dissect 

signal transduction pathways. In order to understand the molecular basis of 

this pheromone desensitization phenomenon, Chan and Otte (1982a&b) 

screened and isolated mutant haploids (induced by chemical mutagenesis) 

hypersensitive to pheromone-induced growth arrest. . They named theses 

mutants as sst (for supersensitive). The first class of such mutant (sst1) cells 

has a mutation in the. gene encoding a protease responsible for degradation of 

mating factor a, thus rendering MATa (but not MATa) cells more sensitive to 

pheromone. The second class of mutation (sst2) affects both MATa and MATa 

haploids. sst2 ·mutants are not only 2 orders of magnitude more sensitive to 

pheromone than normal SST2 cells but also fail to recover from pheromone

induced cell cycle arrest even after removal of mating factors. This suggests 
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that the physiological function of SST2 protein is to negatively regulate 

pheromone signaling. In 1987, using the complementation strategy Diezel and 

Kurjan cloned ·the SST2 gene. In 1995 and 1996, Dahlman and colleagues 

found that over-expression of GPA1 (the Gai subunit homolog in yeast) can 

partially suppress the phenotype of sst2 mutant cells and that SST2 protein 

interacts physically with GP A1. This strongly suggests that Ga is the target 

molecule of SST2 protein. However, it was not until three groups discovered 

(at about the same period) several structurally and functionally related protein~ 

present in higher organisms that it was finally realized that SST2 repres~ts a 

large family of proteins that have a ·'homologous core domain (---120 amino 

acids) and act as negative regulators of G protein signaling, i.e. RGS proteins 

(De Vries, et al., 1995; Druey, et al., 1996 and Koelle, et al., 1996). Shortly 

thereafter, these RGS proteins including SST2 were·shown to be GAPs in vitro 

for certain GaGTP (Watson, et al., 1996; Hunt, et al., 1996; Berman, et al., 

1996 and Apanovitch, et al., 1998). Since then many RGS proteins have been 

cloned in several organisms. In mammals alone, at least 20 distinct RGS genes 

have been found. Many RGS proteins also have functional domains or motifs 

at C- or/and N-termini in addition to the RGS core domain. This indicates that 

these RGS proteins may perform functions in addition to acting as GAPs.· The 

first hint of such functional complexity came from the kinetic study of GIRK 

· current. 

(2) RGS proteins modulate activation of GIRK current 

Many Gi/0-coupled receptors can activate GIRK channels, which are 

gated directly by G~y. Two examples of physiological importance are (1) 

activation of cardiac GIRK current mediated by activativation of muscarinic 
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receptors upon acetylcholine· release due to vagal stimulation, leading to 
. . 

reduced heart rate and (2) activation of neuronal GIRK current' in brain 

mediated by activation of GABAB receptors on postsynaptic neurons upon 

release of GABA from inhibitory neurons, resulting in reduced neuronal 

excitability. Presumably because cells must respond to short-lived and/or high 

frequency neurotransmitter signals, both activation and deactivation of native 

GIRK current are quite fast. Atrial and hippocampal GIRK current develops to 

a maximal value and decays within one second. However, when cloned GIRK 

channels and certain Gu0-coupled receptors are co-expressed in Xenopus 
• • •• . }> 

oocytes and certain mammalian cell lines, the agonist-activated GIRK current 

deactivates slowly with time constant about 20--40 seconds, and also a~tivates 

slowly. This suggests that some factor( s) must be present in atriomyocytes and 

hippocampal neurons that can speed up the kinetics of GIRK current. As GAPs. 

for Ga, RGS proteins are expected to acceler~te deactivation of GIRK current 

after removal of agonist. Indeed when several Guo specific RGS proteins, 

GIRK channels and Gu0 -coupled receptors are co-expressed in Xenopus oocytes. 

or cell lines, GIRK current decays as rapidly as n~tive GIRK current in atrium 

or hippocampus. Unexpectedly RGS proteins also speed up activation but do 

not decrease the maximal value of receptor-stimulated GIRK when tested in· 

Xenopus oocytes or cell lines (Doupnik, et al., 1997 and Saitoh, et al., 1997 & 
' ' 

1998). This result cannot be explained by GAP activity alone. According to a 

generic two-state model, the time for a process to reach stea~y state ( 'tss) is 

inversely related to the sum of activation rate (kon) and deactivation rate (koff), 

i.e. 'tss=l/(kon +koff). Therefore, increased GTP hydrolysis of GaGTP stimulated 

by RGS proteins should decrease 'tss· However, RGS proteins as GAPs alone 

should also decrease the steady-state GaGTP concentration and consequently 
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decrease the free G~y concentration. Thus RGS proteins· are· expected to reduce 

. the maximal receptor-stim~lated GIRK current,. which is not observed in studies 

using heterologous expression system. This discrepancy suggests that RGS 

proteins may have other functions (in addition to acting as ·GAPs) such as 

acceleration of the dissociation of Ga-GTP from ~y or/and promotion of the 

exchange of GTP for bound GDP (reviewed by Zerangue and Jan 1998). 

· Biochemical studies have failed to demonstrate that purified RGS proteins can 

promote basal nucleotide exchange. It remains to be determined whether or not 

RGS proteins can enhance receptor-stimulated nucleotide .exchange in a cellular 

environment. Interestingly, when J..L-opioid receptor, RGS4 and GIRK1/2 genes 

are co-expressed in Xenopus oocytes, RGS4 increases the amplitude of GTPyS 

(a non-hydrolysable GTP anar'og)- induced GIRK current and the GIRK current · 

is further increased in the presence of both GTPyS and nalorphine, a J..L-receptor 

· agonist. This ·result suggests. that RGS4 up-regulates the expression of G 

protein or increases the fraction of G protein pool that is available to receptor 

and activation of GIRK channels (Chuartg, et al., 1998). Buneman and Hosey 

(1998) reported that RGS4 proteins constitutively activate basal GIRK current 

without changing total current (sum of the basal current and receptor-stimulated 

·current) in HEK293 and CHO cells .. This result was interpreted as increased 

level of basal free G~y due to the competitive binding of RGS4 to Ga. 

However, another possible mechanism has not been tested namely that RGS4 

may down-regulate Ga ·expression. Similar result has not been reported in 

other heterologous expression system. As a matter of fact, RGS4 decreases 

basal GIRK current in Xenopus oocytes (Doupnik, et al., 1997). The reason of 

this discrepancy is unkn.own. Taken together, the functions ofRGS proteins are 

much more complicated than expected and RGS proteins can . not be simply 
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thought as negative regulators of G protein signaling (Zerangue and Jan 1998), 

at least in the case of modulation of GIRK current. Multiple different RGS 

proteins are expressed in heart and brain. The important issue of how 

endogenous RGS proteins modulate GIRK current has not been explored. 

(3) RGS proteins modulate inhibition of calcium channels 

Unlike GIRK channels, voltage dependent calcium channels are not gated 

· by G~y. However, binding of G~y can modulate gating of some types of 

VDCCs such as N type and P/Q type calcium channels. Therefore, via 
1: 

modulation of the time course of free GaGTP (hence also free ~y), RGS 

proteins are expected to be able to modulate agonist-induced inhibition of these 

calcium channels. Recently, Jeong and Ikeda (2000) found that endogenous 

RGS proteins in sympathetic neurons decrease agonist potency and accelerate 

recovery of norepinephrine-induced inhibition of N-type calcium channels 

following removal of the drug. These· results can be explained by the GAP 

activity of natively expressed RGS. proteins. These results are also consistent 

with a previous study in that heterologous co-expression of RGS3, RGS3T or 

RGS8 proteins in HEK293 cells with muscarinic acetylcholine receptor M2 

(m2AchR) attenuates the agonist carbacol-induced inhibition of recombinant N

type calcium. channels and shifts steady-state dose-response relationship to a 

higher concentration of agonist (Melliti, et al., 1999). Jeong and Ikeda (2000) 

also showed that endogenous RGS proteins are required for fast onset of 

inhibition ofN-type calcium channels in sympathic neurons. Accordingly, they 

reasoned that RGS proteins might have additional functions besides GAP · 

activity. However, it is still possible that the fast onset of inhibition is a 

consequence of GAP activity, because, as discussed earlier, the time course of 
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. oriset of signaling mediated directly by· GaGTP or ~y is determined by both the 

rate of GTP hydrolysis and the rate of Ga~y activation by receptors. More · 

recently, Mark and colleagues (2000) reported that RGS2 significantly speeds 

. up the onset and offset kinetics of acetylcholine-mediated ·inhibition of 

recombinant P/Q-type calciutp. channels heterologously expressed in HEK 293 

cells with J?2AchR. Interestingly, over-expression of RGS2 increased steady-· 

state inhibition, which suggests an increased availability of the G protein pool 

for activation by m2AchR. This interpretation is, however, mitigated by the fact .. · 

that in . this study ·the transient expression level of m2AchR was unkrlown ... 
. . . l; 

Collectively, "it appears that RGS proteins can accelerate the onset of agonist-

. ·mediated inhibition as well as recovery of inhibition of N- and P/Q-type 

calcium channels after removal of agonist~ This conclusion motivates us to test 

whether or not endogenous. RGS proteins are required for brief and rapid 

presynaptic inhibition mediated by Gi/0-coupled receptors at mammalian central 
. . 

synapses. We. have studied hippocampal excitatory synapses, where.· 

···neurotransmitter release is evoked by calcium influx through N- and P/Q-type 

calcium channels. 
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. B. METHODS 

· 1. Hippocampal autaptic culture 

The culture protocol is as reported with modification (Bekkers and 
. . . 

. . . . '.' 2 

Stevens 1991 and S~gal et al., 1998). Briefly, the center area (--- 7 em) of 

culture dishes {35 mm diameter) is coated with a thin layer of 0.15% agarose 
. . ' . ' . . ' 

. (Sigma ·A-9918) solution using a sterile cotton applicator, then aired dry in a 

laminar flow hood for 10 minutes. · A glass chromatography sprayer is used to 

.. ·.spray onto agarose-coated dishes· a fine mist of substrate solution cont~ining 
~-

. high-molecular weight poly-D-lysine (~9llaborative, #40210) at 0.4 mg/ml and 

· ·rat tail collagen. (Collaborative, #40236) at 0.65mg/ml.. This procedure ·yields 

.. randomly· distributed substrate micro-islands 50---200 J.Lm in· diameter. After. 

····.decapitation, a newborn Sprague-Dawley rat brain. is quickly removed into ice

cold dissection medium (Earle's balanced salt solution (EBSS) containing 10 

,niM· HEPES and 1 mM pyruvate, pH· 7.3). Hippocampi are carefully isolated 

and chopped into small pieces, then transferred to a flask containing 5 mll\1EM · 

_with papain (Worthington, P AP2) at 25 units/mi. The flask is placed on a 
. . ' 

· rocker in an incubabator (37°C, 5% C02) and rocked for --30-40 minutes. The 

papain solution is drawn off, the tissue is washed twice with 10% fetal bovine 
' . 

. . serum. (FBS) in :rvfEM, . then triturated. gently with 2 fire-polished Pasteur 

pipettes with decreasing bore. After centrifugation, cells· are resuspended in 

· growth medium (:rvfEM containing ·2o/o B-27, 0.1% mito serum extender, 5% 

. FBS, 0.6% glucose, lmM pyruvate, 1mM glutamine, penicillin 50 I.U./ml and· 

streptomycin 50J.Lg/ml respectively) .. To inhibit .proliferation of glial cells, 

· fluorodeoxyuridine (2.5J.LM) is added to the growth medium. Uridine (2.5J..LM) is 

. also included to prevent inhibition of RN~ synthesis. 50,000 cells. in 2 ml 
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growth medium are plated onto each culture_ dish. In order to increase the 

· chance that cells. settle down on the substrate spots, the dishes are placed on the 

rocker in the incubator and rocked. ;.... 1 0 times. per minute for . 2 hours. . 

Afterwards, cell cultures are maintained stationary in th~ incubator. After every· 

7---10 days in culture, 0.5-1 ml of growth medium supplemented with 2.5 J.lM 

· fluorodeoxyuridine, 2.5J.lM uridine and 100. J.lM aminophosphonovaleric acid 

( APV) is added to each dish. Using this procedure, after 1- 2 weeks in culture, 
. . . ' 

a few or more than ten micro-islands occupied by a single neuron with elaborate 
' . 

. neurites with or without glial cell(s) .are present in some of the dishes. Ne~rons 
. . ~ 

can be maintained for at least 3· week~ Jlsing this. procedur~. Neurons are used. 

· for experiments after 2---3 weeks in culture. 

"2. Construction of adenoviral vectors 

Replication-deficient recombinant adenoviral vectors co-express~ng 

enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) and PTX-i or RGS/PTX-i G protein 

a subunits or RGS4 or RGS8 were· constructed using the. AdEasy _system. 

developed by He and colleagues (He et al.~ 1998) with slight modifications .. 

. The procedure is as follows: 

· .(1) Directional subclonfng of genes of our interest into pAdTrack-CMV, a 
shuttle vector 

The following primers and templates were used to amplify the protein 

coding sequences of RGS8, RGS4 · respectively, using· a high fidelity 

· _polymerase chain reaction (PCR) system (Boehringer· Mannhein · Cat# 

1732641) .. RGS8 ·forward primer: AGCT GGTAC CGCCACC ATG GCT. 

GCC TTA .. CTG ATG ·c; .RGS8 reverse primer: CGG TCTAGA CTA GCT 
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. GAG CCT CCT CTG G; th~ template pBluescript ratRGS8 was provided by-_ 

· Dr.Osamu Saitoh, GenBank Ace# AB006013. RGS4 forward Primer: GGC· 

GGTACC GCCACC ATG TGC AAA GGA CTC G, RGS4 reverse Primer:, 

· GGC TCTAGA TTA GGC ACA CTG AGG GA; the template pVT-rat RGS4 

was provided by Dr. Scott Heximer, GenBank Ace#. AF 117211. 

·.To gerter~te PTX-resistant G proteins, Cysteine351 iri Ga0 , Gail and Gai3 ·. 

~ and Cysteine352 in Gai2, the site for PTX-catalyzed ADP-ribosylation, were 

replaced with isoleucine (see figure 5B). The following primers and templates . 

were used for this purpose. Ga0 Gys3.51/Ile forward primer: GCC GG.T{\CC. ·· 

GCCACC ATG GGATGT ACT CTG AGC GCA. GA; Ga0 Cys351/Ile reverse. 

primer: GCC TCTAGA TCA GTA CAA GCC GAT GCC CCG GA; template::. · . 

pGEM-Ga0 • Gai 1 Cys351/Ile forward primer: AGCT GGTACC GCCACC 

ATG GGC TGC ACA CTG . AG; Gail Cys351/Ile. reverse primer: GCC 

TCTAGA TTA GAA GAG ACC GAT GTC TTT TAG GTT A; the template . 

pGEM-Gail was provided by R. R. ·Reed (Johns Hopkins University), GenBank · 

Ace# M17527. Gai2 Cys352/Ile forward Pri~er: GCC GGTACC GCCACC 

ATG GGC. TGC ACC. GTG AG; Gai2 Cys352/Ile reverse Primer:· GCC. 

TCTAGA TCA G~ GAG GCC GAT GTC CTT CA;·the template pGEM- · 

. ·Gai2 was provided by Dr.Randall R ·Reed, GenBanK': A'cc# Ml7528. Gai3 

Cys351/Ile forward prim·er: GCC GGTACC ATG GGC TGC ACG TTG. A;. 

Gai3 Cys351/Ile reverse primer: GCC TCTAGA- TCA GTA AAG-· ·cc·c 

GATTTCCTTTAAG; the template pGEM-Gai3 was provided by R. R; Reed, 

GenBank Acc#M20713. 

To generate RGS-insensitive and PTX-resistant double mutants of Gao 

and Gai~, RGS-insensitive .· J!1Utant · pQE6-ratGcxoG 184S · and· · pQE6~ . 

·. ratGair~183S (both provided by K-L Lan and R. R~ .Neubig; University of 
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' ' . . . '· ~ ·~· ' . 

Michigan) were used as templates respectively. The. primer sets for 

construction of double mutants were the same as that for construction of PTX- . 

resistant Ga0 and Gail respectively. 

All the forward primers were designed such that th,e start codon is under 

the optimal context for translation initiation (Kozak 1999). 

All PCR reactions were performed in a PERKIN-ELMER 2400 thermal 

cycler. The reaction consisted of 1 OOng template, dNTPs 0.2mM each, forward 

and reverse primers 0.3 ~M each, 0.75 ~1 Expand PCR enzyme mix, and MgCh 

1.5mM · in a total volume -of · 1 00~1. The reaction conditions were as 

recoinmended in the company product information sheet (Boehringer Mannhein 

Cat# 1732641). The PCR products were digested with restriction enzyme Kpn1 

·. and Xba 1, and then subcloned into pAdTrack-CMV. 

(2) Generation of recombinant adenoviral plasmids 

pAdTrack-CMV with inserts are linearized with EcoR1 and then co

transformed with pAdEasy-1, an adenoviral backbone· vector, into 

elec~rocompetent f.. coli BJ 5183 cells. The recombinants· are selected with · 

kanamycin (He, et al., 1998). Recombination was confirmed by restriction 

analysis and sequencing. Control vector pAdGFP+BGal was provided by T. -C 

He (Johns Hopkins University). 

(3) Production of recombinant adenoviruses in HEK 293 cells. 

10 J.lg of recombinant adenoviral plasmids are linearized with Pac 1, 

ethanol-precipitated and then transfected into HEK 293 cells in a ---80% 

confluent flask(75 ·cm2
). The transfection is mediated by LIPOFECTAMINE 

(Life Technologies Cat#18324-012), using the protocol recommended in the 
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product informati~n sheet. After 12---24 hours, cells· are subcultured into four 

. 75 cm2 flasks. Approximately 8-10 days later, recombinant adenoviruses are·. 

produced. 

(4) Purification of adenoviruses 

Adenoviruses are purified by cesium chloride banding and dialysis as. 
. . . . 

detailed· (Giger, et al., 1997)_. The titer is calculated from the number of EGFP 

positive HEK cells in culture dishes (35 mm· diameter) infected ·with 1 to 10 · . 

serially diluted adenoviral stqck within 30 hours of infection. 
~-

·3. Infection of neurons with recombinant adenoviruses 

Neurons. in culture ·for. at least 14 days .are· used for infection. 

Approximately 10 minutes to 1 hour before infection, APV (final concentration 

50-100J.LM) is added to a culture dish. The appropriate amount of adenoviruses 
. .. . . .. 

(---1-Jx 10 7 infectious units) is diluted in 50-100 J.Ll growth medium, and then 

· loaded into the· culture~ dish. As the shuttle vector pAd Track -CMV contains an .. 

EGFP expression cassette, neurons infected by recombinant adenovirus express 

both GFP and the gene of interest. Successfully infected neurons are identified 

for electrophysiological_ recording using epi-fluorescence microscopy. 

4. Pertussis toxin treatment 

· Pretreatment of PTX (1 00 or 200 ng/ml) for at least 24 hours abolishes 

the effect of activation of Gi/o proteins in hippocampal autaptic culture (Boehm 

1999}. In our hands, PTX. ( 100 ng/ml) treatment for 22 to 82 hours achieved 

100% ·abolition of presynaptic inhibition mediated by baclofen · (a GABA8 

· receptor agonist), ·adenosine {an · adenosine · A 1 .. receptor agonist) and 
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norepinephrine (an a2 adrenoreceptor agonist). For experiments involving 

expression of mutant G protein, we tested the effect of PTX pretreatment on 

uninfected neurons or AdGFP-~Gal infected neurons before recording from 

. neurons expressing mutant G proteins.· 

5. Electrophysiology and data analysis 

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings (Hamill, et al., 1981) were made from 

isolated (one neuron per micro island) neurons expressing EGFP ( 40-72 hours 

after infection. The amplifier we used in this study is Patch Clamp PC5Q5/DC 
' 'l; 

Amplifier/filter LPF202 (Warner Instrument Corp). Neurons were held at -60 

mV and depolarized above 0 mV with pairs (50 rns interval) of 2 rns square 

cornniands every 2 seconds unless specified otherwise. These commands 

evoked unclarnped action currents, which ·propagated and evoked synaptic 

( autaptic) . currents (Bekkers and Stevens 1991 ). Series resistance (after 

compensation) was monitored during recording and cells were discarded if a 

significant increase occurred. Currents were digitized and recorded using a 

multifunction . I/0 board (National Instruments) and Win WCP software 

(provided by Dr. J. Dempster, Strathclyde University). · Patch electrodes were 

prepared by pulling borosilicate glass capillaries (Cat. # 1B150F-4, World 

Precision Instrument) using a Flaming/Brown micropipette puller (model P-97, 

Sutter Instrument Co.). The resistance of the electrodes was about 2--4 MQ 

after filling with a solution containing (in mM): 140 K-gluconate, 5 KCl, 0.2 

EGTA, 10 HEPES, 3 MgATP and 0.3 Na2GTP (pH 7.2,---295 mOsm kg-1 H20).· 

The extemal.solution contained (iri mM): 145 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 10 HEP~S, 10 

glucose, 1.5 CaCb, 2.5 MgCb (pH 7.2, ---310 mOsm kg- 1 H20). All recordings 

were made at roorri temperature. Drugs were applied via an array of gravity-fed 
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fused silica tubes (internal diameter 200 J.Lm). Switching between drug 

solutions was- accomplished by moving the array using a stepper motor (Cat# 

· SF 77 A Perfusion Fast -Step, Warner Instrument Corp.), which was controlled 

manually or with a digital stimulator (Cat. # PG4000, NeuroData). Data 

analysis ·and curve fitting were performed using WinWCP and Igor Pro 

(Wavemetrics). Numerical values are express~d as mean± S.E.M.; statistical 

comparisons ·(Student's unpaired t test or ANOVA) were made using Origin 

(Micro cal Software). 
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C. RESULTS 

1. Adenovirus-mediated gene transfer in hippocampal autaptic cultures 

To study the effect ofRGS proteins on the kinetics of G protein signaling 

. at mammalian central synapses, we were facing two technical challenges, i.e., 

(1) an. appropriate preparation of synapses for fast kinetics experiments and (2) 

a means of neuronal gerie transfer to perturb proteins at presynaptic terminals. 

To overcome the first c~allenge, we made use of hippocampal autaptic cultures. 

Autaptic cultures are a preparation in which single neurons are cultur~d in 
\: 

isolation (see figure 1A). · Such cultures allow fast and even perfusion of 

solutions (necessary for fast kinetic experiments) because the growth of neurites 

of each neuron is limited to a microisland of supporting substrate collagen/poly- · 

D-lysine, with a diameter often less than 150 ~m. In addition, synapses in such 

cultures are only formed between dendrites and axons of the same neuron; 

therefore presynaptic stimulation and recording of postsynaptic responses can 

be perfor!ned on the same cell (see figure lB). Although such synapses (so

called autapses) appear artificial (some do exist in the brain), they still retain 

many ofthe.features of synapses in more intact preparations such as acute brain 

slices, including robust, PTX-sensitive presynaptic inhibition mediated by 

adenosine A1 receptors, GABA8 receptors (Brody and Yue 2000) and a 2 

adrenoreceptors (Boehm 1999) (also see figure 2). In addition, the kinetics of 

agonist-mediated presynaptic inhibition in autaptic neurons develops and 

·decays within a few seconds as shown in figure 3, which is as fast as that 

mediated by activity-dependent release of endogenous ligands (Dittman and 

Regehr 1997 and Mitchell, et al., 1993). One disadvantage of using autaptic 

· cultures was that when we started this project, no gene transfer method for 

autaptic neurons had been reported. We decided to test· the feasibility of 
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Figure 1. Hippocampal microisland cultures and autaptic transmission. -A. a -

phase-contrast micrograph of two neurons that were grown on "micro islands" 

of poly-D-lysine/collagen. One of the neurons was used for whole cell 

recording. B. Excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC) was recorded from an 

isolated neuron that was voltage clamp at -60 m V c:znd given a stimulus of 2 ms 

step to 20m V. The initial outward spike was a capacity transient as the neuron 

was -depolarized, followed by inward sodium current and outward potassium 

current, which was followed by_ the inward capacity transient as the neuron was 

repolarized. 



Figure 2. Agonist-induced presynaptic inhibition is mediated by PYX-sensitive 

G proteins. A. Traces recorded from a representatiye, neuron. Adenosine (20 

J1M) and baclofen (50 J1M) greatly depresses evoked EPSCs, norepinephrine 

(NE; 10 J.1M) also inhibited evoked EPSCs to some degree. EPSCs were evoked 

at 0.5 Hz. · Each trace represents the average of 5 consecutive .recordings. 

· Currents evoked by the depolarizing commands are blanked. B. Pretreatment 

with PTX (1 OOng/ml, > 24hrs) in a neuron abolished baclofen(50 J1M)- or the 

mixture of adenosine (20 ·pMJ and NE (10 JLM)-mediated inhibition of EP_SCs. 

C. Summary ·of experiments comparing presynaptic inhibition induced by 

adenosine (20 JLM), baclofen (50 JLM) ·and NE (1 0 JLM) in control neurons with 

that induced by baclofen (50JLM), the mixture ofNE (10 JLM) and adenosine (20 

JLM) and adenosine (20 JLM) alone in neurons pretreated vvith PTX (100 ng/ml, 

> 24 hrs). Percent presynaptic inhibition was calculated as the difference 

between peak EPSC amplitudes under control conditions and in the presence of 

the drug divided by the control EPSC amplitude, multiplied by 100. Bars 

represent mean :t S.E.M, with the number of experiments in parentheses. 
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Figure 3. Agonist-induced presynaptic inhibition is a fast process. A. The 

timecourses of inhibition were plotted for 2 representative neurons. EPSCs 

were evoked at 1Hz. Baclofen (100 JLM) and adenosine (40 JLM) were applied 

where indicated by the horizontal bars. Note the fast onset and fairly fast decay 

of presynaptic inhibition. B. Summary of experiments showing the kinetics of 

adenosine- and baclofen-mediated presynaptic inhibition. The Onset 

timecourses were represented by the relative degree of presynaptic inhibition at 

the time point of Q. 5 s after drug application, which was calculated as equal to: 

100 x percent presynaptic inhibition at 0. 5 s I percent inhibition at stt;ady

state. The recovery timecoureses of presynaptic inhibition after drug removal 

were represented by the time required for half recovery of inhibition. Bars 

·represent mean :i: S.E.M, with the number of experiments in the parentheses. 

Experimental conditions were the same as in A. C. In all experiments 

discussed in this study, drugs·were applied by means of an array· of gravity-fed 

fitsed silica tubes (i.d. 200 JLm). The solution exchange time was measured by 

switching between normal and diluted (50%) external solutions and measuring 

junction potentials with a patch pipette filled with normal external solution. The 

distance between the patch pipette and the perfusing tubes was about 15 o~ 200 

Jml, which was similar. to that in whole cell recording situation. The change in· 

junction potential following a solution sw~tch began after a delay of ~30 ms, 

and could be fitted with a single exponential with a time constant of ~30ms, 

thus solution exchange (at the tip of the pipette) was complete within a ferv 

hundred ms. Therefore, the timecourses of presynaptic inhibition measured in 

"this study were unlikely to be limited by the speed of solution exchange. 
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recombinant. adenoviruses as · gene transfer vectors in hippocampal autaptic · 
. . ' . 

cultures for two reasons. First, usually there are only up to one or two dozens 

neurons survived in each culture dish, therefore an extremely efficient method 

is necessary. Adenoviruses can infect, with high efficiency, dividing as well as

non-dividing cells inclu.ding hippocampa~ neurons in mass cultures (Caillaud; et . ·_ '. · 

al., 1993 and Gries beck, . et ·al., 1997). ·· Second, construction of recombinant. 

adenoviruses of high titer-was recently made relatively easy, as several groups 

reported that recombinant adenoviral plasmids could be prepared via · 

homologous recombination in· bacteria (Charti~r, et al., 1996 and He, ~~ al., 

1998) .. Using an adenovi~al system-nicknamed AdE~sy (He, et al., 1998), we 

prepared ·numerous replication-deficient aclenoviruses coexpressing EGFP and 
~ . 

RGS4, RGS8·orone._ofthe mutant Ga subunits as shown.in figure 4. The 

successfully adenovirus-infected· neurons· were identified by the green 

fluorescence of EGFP as shown in figure 5. 

In preliminary studies using control ad~noviruses possessing expression 

cassettes . of both . EGFP and ~-galactosidase, we found gene transfer in 

hippocampus autaptic cultures could be mediated by adenoviruses (with varying 
' . . . 

efficiency dependitig on total infectious units per dish), as evidenced. by the 

. fluorescence of EGFP that could be detected as early as --16 hours after 

infection. However, 20--24- hours- after infection we often failed to detect 

· excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) in adenovirus-infected neurons, 

although action potentials usually could be evoked by injection of a short pulse 

-of positive current. These "sick" neurons often appeared "granulated" in cell 

bodies and their neuritis looked like branches on a dead· tree.- Inspired by the 

finding thar· apoptosis induced by calcium entry. via .NMDA receptors (a 

subfamily of :glutamate-gated ion- channels) is· the major mechanism of 

excitotoxicity (reviewed by. Choi 1988),· we tested whether or not APV, a · 
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Figure 4. Construction of replication-deficient. adenoviruses. A. The coding 

sequence of RGS4, RGS8 or one of the mutant Ga was subcloned into 

pAdTrack-CMV, a shuttle vector. The resultant vectors were linearized with 

EcoR1 and then cotransformed with pAdeasy-1 (a backbone adenoviral vector) 

into· electrocompetent E. coli BJ5183 cells. Recombinants were selected with 

kanamycin and confirmed by restriction analysis and DNA sequencing. ·The 

recombinant adenoviral plas.mids were linearized before· introduced into HEK 

293 cells using lipofectamine. Production of adenoviruses was followed by the 

fluorescence of EGFP. Viruses were harvested 10 days after transfection. 
>· 

Viruses were further amplified by infection of HEK 293 cells and then purified 

with CsCl banding. Adapted from He, et al. (1998). B. Schematic drawing of 

PYX-insensitive and PTXIRGS-insensitive Gailo subunits. The mutations were 

indicated with arrows. The positions of mutation were shown below the bar. 
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Figure 5. Identification of an isolated neuron infected with AdEGFP+ jJGal. 

The neuron was exposed to AdEGFP+jJGal (--- 2x 107 infectious units/ml) for2 

days in the presence of 50 jilvf APV. The EGFP-expressing neuron was 

identified with an inverted microscope equipped with a filter set for detection of 

the green fluorescence of EGFP. 
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NMDA receptor blocker, could prevent neuronal toxicity of adenoviruses. We 

found that after pretreatment with APV (50--1 OOJ..LM), neurons in autaptic · 

cultures could ~aintain healthy for 7 5 hours (longest time point tested) after·· 

adenoviral infection (1---3 * 107 IU/dish). This conclusion is ba~ed on·2 criteria. 

Morphologically, EGFP-expressing neurons are "phase" bright, and their 

neurites appear as "smooth" as those of control neurons. Physiologically, 

action potential and EPSCs can be evoked by a short pulse of depolarization of .. 

the soma of EGFP-expressing neurons. 

Importantly, adenoviral expression ofEGFP and ~-galactosidase proteins 

in neurons had no effect on presynaptic inhibition and did not interfere with the 
' . 

·action of PTX on G proteins. In uninfected control neurons application of 

saturating concentrations of adenosine (20 J..LM) or haclofen (50 J..LM) produced a_ 

marked inhibition of EPSCs (84 ± 2% and 81 ± 3% inhibition,. re-spectively, 

n=l3; figure 6A). ·Infection with an adenovirus exp.ressing_only EGFP and ~

galactosidase .(AdEasy1-GFP+~gal) had no· 'significant effect on presynaptic 

inhibition (itdenosine:· 78 ± 4o/o; baylofen: 74 ± 4%; n=8; P>0.05 compared to . 
. . ' ' ' 1 . ' ~ . 

uninfected·cells; figure 6A). PTX pretreatment (100·ng mr '>24 hrs) abolished 

.. adenosine- and baclofen-induced presynaptic inhibition, as previously reported. · 

This was the case both in.uninfected control.neurons (adenosine: 0 ± 2%; n=18;: 

ba·clofen: 0 ± 1%; · n=1.4; figure 2C),. and in AdEasyl-GFP+~gal-infected 
' ' ' . ' . ' . .. . . 

n~urons (adenosine: 0 ± 3%; baclofen: 0 ± 1 %; n=7; figure 6A). In addition, 

infection with AdEasyl-GFP+~gal· did not alter the kinetics of adenosine-
' . . 

induced presynaptic inhibition. The decay time constant in uninfected neurons . 

(6.7 ± 1.3 s, n=11) was not significantly different fromthat in EGFP-express~~g 
·neurons (7.7 ± 1.5 seconds, n=9; P>0.05 compared to uninfected cells; figure 

8C) .. · In uninfected control neurons, adenosine~ induced presynaptic inhibition· 
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was substantially complete 2 · .s after drug application, having reached 77 ± 9% 
. . 

. ., ' ' 

. of eventual steady-state inhibition (n=ll). This was also the case in EGFP-
. . 

expressing neurons (83 ± 4%, n=9; p>0.05, compared with uninfected neurons) 

as shown in figure 9 A. · 
. . . 

. These results suggest that in the presence of APV, within at least 3 days 

. adenoviral infection and ·adenovirus-mediated overexpression of exogenous · 

prot~_ins such as EG~P and ~-galactosidase had no detectable detrimental effect 

on the functioning of the· machinery of presynaptic inhibition. This include_s the 

unaltered functional expression of GPCRs, _G proteins and VDCC at terminals 
. . 

and. functional interaction between them. They ~lso sugg~st that neuronal 
. . 

toxicity of adenoviruses share mechanisms with excitotoxicity as both could be 

_prevented or attenuated by APV .. We. concluded that APV pretreatment renders 

adenoviruses as a ·relatively nontoxic gene transfer vector in hippocampal . · 

autaptic cultures. 

. . 
" . . . . 

2. Resc_ue of presynaptic inhibition by adenovirus-mediated expression of 

· PTX-i Ga subunits 

. Our . purpose of this· study . is to assess the potential function· ~f 

endogenous RGS proteins on presynaptic inhibition, using the PTX/RGS-i 

·· double.mutation strategy as mentioned in the INTRODUCTION. The success 

of this strategy relies on · good rescue of Gi/0 -co"upled receptor-mediated 

·.presynaptic· synaptic inhibition by. nonnative G proteins in PTX-pretreated· 
•; 

· ·: neurons, . using the above-mentioned adenovirus-mediated gene·· transfer 

· protocol vv~ ·developed for. autaptic cultures. . Accordingly, . we constructed 
. . . 

. . . ' ' ' ' ' . . 

adertoviruses containing expression cassettes of both· EGFP and one of the. · 
.• ' - ' . 

mutant Gilo a s.ubunits including PTX-i Gai1_3 and Ga0 • · The fluorescence of .. 
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EGFP allowed. us to identify the successfully infected neurons for whole cell 

recording (figure 5). We adopted a strategy used by others (Milligan 1988) 
: . . . 

wherein the site for PTX-catalyzed ADP~ribosylation (the -4 cysteine residue) · 

. is changed to isoleucine, rendering Ga0 and Gan_3 subunits insensitive to PTX 

.. · (figure. 4B).. A serious concern with such mutants is the· possibility that 

receptor-G protein coupling. is also disturbed, as the extreme C-terminus (the ~4· 

· _.·cysteine in particular) is important for receptor coupling (examples· see Liri, et 

al., 1998; Gilchrist, et al., 1999 and Bahia, et al., 1998). We chose C~I mutants 

because previous studies· indicated. that at least adenosine A 1 · receptors 
. . ' . 

. . 

(Waldhoer, et al., 1999; Wise, et aL; 1999 and Leaney, etal., 2000) and .a2 

adrenoreceptors (Bahia, et al., 1998 and Jeong and Ikeda 2000b) could couple 

to these mutant proteins. 

We first tested the ability of PTX-i Ga subunits to rescue presynaptic 

inhibition after treatment with PTX. As is shown in Figure 6A, after tr~~tment 

with PTX, adenovirus-mediated expression of PTX-i Gai.I, Gai2 or Gai3 'in 

neurons partially rescued adenosine-induced presynaptic inhibition ( 46 ± 4%, 

58± 3% and 28 ± 3%; n=11, 13 and 8, respectively), which suggests that these 

· . mutant Ga proteins can be transported to presynaptic terminals and coupled to 

. adenosine Al r~ceptors at terminals. In contrast, expression of these Ga 

.. subunits did not signi~cantly rescue baclofen (a GABA8 receptor agonist)

induced presynaptic inhibition in the s~me cells ( 1 · ± 1%, 1 ± 1% and 1 ±: 1%, ·. 

· respectively). There· are a ·number of possible reasons (see discussion) for 

differential rescue . of adenosine- versus baclofen-induced ·presynaptic 

inhibition, the most ·obvious being that the C~ I mutation disrupts coupling to 
. . ' 

GABA8 receptors; because, as just discussed, mutant Ga can be transported to 
. . 

terminals and functional expression of GBABs rec~ptors in terminals was not 
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Figure 6. Rescue of presynaptic inhibition by PYX-insensitive Gai· and Gao 

subunits after PTX pretreatment. (A) Summary of experiments comparing 

presynaptic inhibition induced by baclofen (50 JLM) or adenosine (20 p,M) 

under control conditions, with or without infection with adenoviruses 

expressing various proteins, and with or without pretreatment with PTX ( 100 

ng mt1
, > 24 hrs). Percent presynaptic inhibition was calculated as in figure 2. 

Bars represent mean ::t S.E.M, with the number of experiments (n) in 

parentheses. The experimental conditions (virus and toxin treatment)_ are 

indicated below each bar. (B) Traces recorded from a neuron expressing PYX-

insensitive Gao after pretreatment wzth PTX Adenosine (20 JLM) or combined 

application of adenosine and norepinephrine (NE; 10 JLM) depressed evoked 

EPSCs (with a shift towards paired-pulse facilitation), whereas baclo._fen ·(50 

JLM) was without effect. EPSCs were evoked by pairs of 2 ms depolarizing 

·commands (50 ms interpulse interval) delivered every 2 seconds (arrows). 

Each trace represents the average of 5 consecutive recordings; currents evoked 

by the depolarizing commands are blanked. 
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affected by adenovirus infection per se. · The presence of functional GBABs 

receptors in neurons ·expressing mutant Ga proteins was ~emonstrated with 

baclofen-mediated inhibition of EPSCs in such neurons without PTX 

pretreatment, although the degree of inhibition was lower than in control 

. uninfected neurons or neurons expressing EGFP and ~~galactosidase, For 

example, in Gai 1-expressing neurons adenosine-induced presynaptic inhibition 

was 59.± 6%, whereas baclofen-induced presynaptic inhibition was 34 ± 5% 

(n=14; figure 6A). The ratio of baclofen- to adenosine-induced inhibitio~ was 

0.94 ± 0.01 in EGFP-expressing neurons, and 0.60 ± 0.06 in PTX-i Gail

expressing neurons (P<0.05). Similar results were obtained with other PTX-i 

subunits without PTX treatment .. These results could be expected if the mutant 

Ga proteins (compared with native Ga) have lower or no coupling ability with 

Al receptors and GABA8 receptors respectively but can still compete for the 

access to receptors in some way (see Discussion). It should be noted that 

adenosine-induced presynaptic inhibition mediated by any of the PTX-i Gai 

· subunits was significantly less than that mediated by native Ga subunits. Again . 

there are several possible reasons for incomplete rescue of presynaptic 

inhibition by PTX-i Ga subunits (s~e Discussion). 

Rescue of adenosine-induced presynaptic inhibition by expression· of 

PTX-i Gi subunits was very reliable. Expression of either Gail or Gai2 rescued 

adenosine-induced presynaptic inhibition in every neuron tested, while Gai3 

was effective in 10 of 16 neurons. In contrast, expression ofPTX-i Gao did not 

significantly rescue either adenosine- or baclofen-induc~d . presynaptic 

inhibition in the large majority ( '""'"'90%) of infected neurons. In a small 

population of cells there was modest rescue of presynaptic inhibition mediated 

by adenosine receptors (16 ± 2%, n=9; figure 6B). Differential rescue by PTX-i 

.,., 
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Gai versus Ga0 subunits could be due to differences in re_ceptor coup ling, as . 

Gao differs substantially from Gail_3 in the C-terminal region. The· particular 

PTX-i Ga0 subunit we· used (C351I) is known to couple with reasonable · 
. . 

- . . 

. efficiency to a 2-adrenoreceptors (Jeong and Iked~ 2000b) .. Therefore, in· an 

· . attempt to maximize. the number of active presynaptic recepto~s. capable. of 

. coupling to PTX-i Ga0 C351I, we co-applied norepinephrine (NE; lOJ.!M). NE · 

induces PTX-sensitive presynaptic inhibition in cultured hippocampal neurons. 
. . 

by activating a 2-ARs. NE-induced P!esynaptic inhibition is similar in ki~etics 
. . . 

as adenosip.e- (or adenosine. plus NE) mediated presynaptic inhibition but is less 

consistent or /and robust than that produced by adenosine or baclofen, in that 

only about half of control neurons respond· (Boehm 1999, also see figur_e 2C). 
. -

Nonetheless~ ·in 5 neurons (out of 21 tested} expressing PTX-i Ga0 combined 

application of adenosine and NE inhibited EPSCs by 35 ± 6% (figure 6B) .. In 

the same cells baclofen was without effect, and in control cells PTX completely 

blocked presynaptic. inhibition produced by the combined application of 

adenosine and NE (n=16, data not shown). Thus it appears that all ofthe PTX-i 

Ga subunits tested (Gai1;.3' and Gao) are capable of mediating· presynaptic 

inhibition to varying degrees. 

3. Rescue of presynaptic inhibition by adenovirus-mediated expression of 
. . . . . 

. PTX/RGS-i Ga subunits and. comparison of the kinetics of presynaptic · 

inhibition mediated- by PTX-i G proteins with that . by PTXIRGS-i · G 

proteins 

· In order to test whether endogenous RGS proteins regulate ·presynaptic 

inhibition, we constructed doubly mut8.ted (PTX!RGS-i) Ga subunits' (figure 
. '. . . 

· 4B}, which possessed the C-terminal C~I mutation used above together with a 
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Figure 7. Rescue of presynaptic inhibition by PTXIRGS-insensitive Gau and 

Ga0 subunits after PTX pretreatment. Summary of experiments comparing 

presynaptic inhibition induced by baclofen (50 J-iM) or adenosine (20 JiM) in 

PTX (1 00 :ng mt1
, > 24 hrs)-pretreated neurons infected with adenoviruses 

expressing either PTXIR,GS-i Gan or PTXIRGS-i Ga0 • Percent presynaptic 

inhibition was calculated as in previous figures. Bars represent mean :t S.E.M, 

with the number of experiments in parentheses. The experimental conditions 

(virus and toxin treatment) are indicated below each bar. EPSCs were ev_oked 
. . 

by pairs of 2 ms depolarizing commands (50ms interpulse interval) delivered 
q . 

every 2 seconds. · 
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glycine (G) to ser1ne (S) mutation at position 183/184 (in Gai1 and · Ga0 , 

respectively). This mutation has been previously shown to greatly decrease the 

affip.ity of Ga subunits· for RGS proteins without changing the basal rate of 

nucleotide exchange (Lan, et al., 1998). 

Adenovirus-mediated expression of either PTXIRGS-i Gai1 or Ga0 in 

neurons reliably rescued adenosine-induced presynaptic inhibition in PTX 

pretreated autaptic cultures.. Steady-state inhibition in the presence of 

adenosine was 47 ± 3% (n=18, figure 7) for PTX/RGS-i Gaih which wa~ not 
\ 

significantly different from that mediated by PTX-i Gail (J»0.05). Steady~state 

inhibition in the presence of adenosine was 61 ± 5% (n=12, figure 8) for 

PTXIRGS-i Gq_0 , which was significantly greater than that mediated by PTX-i 

Gao (P<0.05). Adenosine-induced presynaptic inhibition mediated by either .· 

PTX/RGS-i subunit was significantly smaller than that in control uninfected -or 

EGFP-expressing neurons (P<0.05). Neither PTX/RGS-i protein rescued. 

baclofen-induced presynaptic inhibition (PTX/RGS-i Gail: 1 ± 1%, n=15; 

PTX/RGS-i Ga0 : 0 ± 2o/o, n=7, figure 7). 

Consistent with the idea that endogenous RGS proteins accelerate GTP 

hydrolysis in presynaptic terminals, presynaptic inhibition mediated by 

PTX/RGS-i Ga subunits decayed much more slowly after agonist removal than 

that mediated by native or PTX-i subunits (Figure 8). The decay of EPSC 

amplitudes back to control after agonist removal could be fitted reasonably well 

with a single exponential in most experiments as previously reported (Pfrieger, 

et al., 1994). In control uninfected and neurons infected with control"" 

AdEGFP+~Gal, the single . exponential decay time constants of adenosine

induced presynaptic inhibition were 6.7 ± 1.3 sec (n=11) and 7.7 ± 1.5· sec 

(n=9), respectively (see figure 8). These values agree well with previous 
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Figure 8. The recovery timecourse of adenosine-induced presynaptic inhibition 

mediated by PYX-insensitive and PTXIRGS-insensitive Ga subunits. A. The 

timecourse of presynaptic inhibition is plotted for neurons pretreated with PTX 

(100 ng mt1
, ·>24 hrs) and expressing PYX-insensitive and PTXIRGS

insensitive Gau subunits. Adenosine (20 J-LM) and baclofen (50 JLM) were 

applied where indicated by the horizontal bars. Note the slow decay of 

·presynaptic inhibition mediated by PTXIRGS-insensitive Gau. Above each plot 

are superimposed traces (average of 5 consecutive recordings each) reco_rded 

under control conditions, in the presence of adenosine, and in the presence of 

baclofen. B. Recovery from presynaptic inhibition (normalized to steady state) 

· is plotted vs. time for neurons expressing EGFP (first 30 s ·only), PYX

insensitive Gau, and PTXIRGS-insensitive Gau. Points represent the mean :t 

S.E.M; the number of experiments (n) is given in parentheses. C. Summary of 

recovery of presynaptic inhibition. Bars represent the mean :t S.E.M of decay 

time constants derived from single exponential fits to plots of EPSC amplitude 

v~rsus time after drug removal. . The experimental conditions (virus and toxin 

treatment) are indicated below each bar. 
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studies of presynaptic inhibition. In PTX-treated neurons expressing PTX-i or 

PTXIRGS-i Gail presynaptic inhibition decayed with time constants of 5.5 ± 

0.7 sec (n=10) and 26.2 ± 3.0 sec (n=18; P<0.05; figure 8). In neurons 

expressing PTX-i or PTXIRGS-i Gao presynaptic inhibition decayed with time 

constants of 3.1 ± 0.1 sec (n=8) and 40.4 ± 5.2 sec (n=13; P<0.05; figure 8). 

· Decay time constants in uninfected neurons and in neurons expressing EGFP; 

PTX-i Gail or PTX-i Ga0 were not significantly different (P=0.053, F=2.83; 

. ANOV A). These results suggest that endogenous RGS proteins are require~d for 

the rapid decay kinetics of presynaptic inhibition. ~· 

Heterologously expressed RGS proteins 1n HEK293 cells and 

-endogenous RGS proteins in sympathetic neurons can accelerate the onset of 

agonist-mediated inhibition as well as recovery of inhibition of P/Q-type 

calcium channels and G0-mediated inhibition of N-type calcium channels 

respectively after removal of agonist (Mark, et al., 2000 and Jeong and Ikeda 

2000a). We therefore examined the onset kinetics of adenosine-induced 

presynaptic· inhibition mediated by PTX-i and PTXIRGS-i Ga subunits. As 

mentioned earlier, in uninfected control neurons adenosine-induced presynaptic 

inhibition was substantially complete 2 sec after drug application, having 

reached 77 ± 9o/o (n=ll) of the eventual steady-state inhibition. In a series of 

control ·experiments we determined that this onset time course was not limited 

. by slow solution exchange or a slow binding of a sub-optimal concentration of 
adenosine. Presynaptic inhibition produced by cadmium ( 1 oo· J.LM), . which 

. directly blocks presynaptic calcium channels, was 99 ± 1% complete by 2 sec 

(n=6~ P<0.05 versus control; figure 9A), and presynaptic inhibition produced by 

100 f..LM adenosine. was not significantly faster than that produced by 20 f..LM 

adenosine (75 ± 9o/o and 81 ± 8o/o at 2 sec, respectively; n=6; P>0.05, paired t-
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Figure 9. · The onset timecourse of presynaptic inhibition mediated by PTX

insensitive and PTXIRGS-insensitive · Ga subunits. Superimposed-plots of 

normalized presynaptic inhibition versus time, with drug application at 0 

seconds. Each point represents the mean :t S.E.M, with the number of 

experiments (n) given in parentheses in the legend. P_resynaptic inhibition was 

normalized using data points 6 seconds before and at least 20 seconds 

following drug application (20 JLA1 adenosine, 100 JLA1 cadmium chloride). In 

all experiments where mutant Ga subunits were expressed neurons were 

pretreated with PTX A. The onset of cadmium-induced presynaptic inhibition 

was faster than that of adenosine-induced inhibition in uninfected or EGFP

expressing neurons. B. The onset timecourse of adenosine-induced presynaptic 

inhibition in neurons expressing PTX-i Gau was not different from that in 

neurons expressing PTXIRGS-i Gau, and neither was as fast as that in control 

neurons expressing EGFP. C. The onset of adenosine-induced presynaptic 

inhibition in neurons expressing PTX-i Gao was as fast as that in control 

neurons expressing EGP; whereas the onset of inhibition in neurons expressing 

PTXIRGS-i Gao vvas significantly delayed. 
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test). This onset time course is consistent with previous studies of the kinetics 

of GPCR-mediated presynaptic inhibition. In neurons expressing EGFP, 

adenosine-induced presynaptic inhibition was 83 ± 4% (n=9) of steady state by 

2 sec, which was not significantly different from the control value (P>0.05; 

figure 9A). The onset of adenosine-induced presynaptic inhibition was slower 

when mediated by either PTX-i or PTX/RGS-i Gai1 subunits, having reached 

only 37 ± 8% (n=9) and 43 ± 6% (n=l8) of steady state by 2 seconds, 
. . 

respectively (figure 9B). These values were not significantly different from 

each other (P>0.05), but both were significantly d~fferent from ·control V
1
?-lues 

(P<0.05). In contrast, the onset of presynaptic inhibition mediated by PTX-i 

Ga0 subunits (after application of either adenosine or adenosine and NE 

combined) resembled the control situation (79 ± 9% of steady-state by 2 sec, 

n=9), whereas that mediated by PTX/RGS-i Ga0 subunits was much slower (9 

·± 6%, n=l3; figure 9C. Note: the data of adenosine- and adenosine plus NE

mediated presynaptic inhibition were put together for statistical analysis, as the 

kinetics was no different between them). The value for PTX-i. Ga0 was not 

significantly different from either control value (P>0.05), whereas the value for 

PTX/RGS-i Ga0 was significantly different from both (P<0.05). These results 

s~ggest that endogenous RGS proteins differentially modulate onset time course 

of G0 and Gi 1 protein-mediated presynaptic inhibition, i.e., RGS proteins may 

be important for the rapid onset kinetics of Go but not Gil mediated presynaptic 

inhibition. 

4. G0-mediated presynaptic inhibition induced by brief exposure of agonist 

depends on endogenous RGS proteins 
. . 

In acute brain slices, brief tetanic stimulation results in transient increase 

of extracellular GABA (Dittman & Regehr, 1997) or adenosine (Mitchell, et 
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1993). Therefore,· presynaptic inhibition due to activity-dependent release of 

endogenous agonists is of short dur3:tion. · To determine the modulation 

function of endogenous RGS proteins in presynaptic inhibition caused by such 

transient increase· of concentration of agonists, autaptic neurons were perfused 

with adenosine (20 J..LM) of short duration ( 100 msec ). As shown in figure 10, 

when EPSCs were evoked at 2Hz, in control uninfected neurons (n=3), a single 

short pulse of adenosine (20 J..LM, n=l or 50J..LM, n=2) depressed EPSCs by 

25±5%, 50±10%, 63±7% and 62±7%, at 0.2, 0.7~ 1.2 and 1.7 sec respectively 

after removal of drug, while in the same cells, presynaptic inhibition at steady 

state (in the continuous presence of adenosine) was 83±0.4%. In contrast, in 

neurons (n=4) expressing RGS/PTX-i · Ga0 , such short pulse of adenosine 

(50J..LM) was without significant inhibition effect on EPSCs (inhibition was 0% 

± 1%, 6 ± 4%, 0 ± 2% and 2 ±2% at 0.2, 0.7, 1.2 and 1.7 sec respectively after 

removal of drug), even though in the same cells presynaptic inhibition at steady 

state was quite significant (50 ± 4%, n=4). Results from a representative 

experiment were shown in figure 1 0. These results suggest that endogenous 

RGS proteins can increase the coupling efficiency between receptors and Gaof3Y 

so much that they are required for presynaptic Go proteins to transduce brief 

~ignals. 

5. Effect of adenovirus-mediated overexpress1on of RGS proteins on 

presynaptic inhibition 

To assess whether the functions of RGS proteins in presynaptic terminals 

are subject to upregulation, we determined the effect of overexpression of 

RGS4 and RGS 8 on presynaptic inhibition. We. reasoned that if the GAP · 

activity of endogenous RGS proteins (rather than agonist unbinding) is the . 
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Figure 10. G 0 proteins rely on endogenous RGS proteins to transduce· brief 

· signals. Comparison of presynaptic inhjbition induced by a short pulse of 

adenosine (1 00 ms; 50 JiM) in a representative control neuron and in a 

representative neuron expressing PTXIRGS-insensitive Ga0 subunits and 

pretreated with PTX (1 00 ng/ml, > 24 hrs). EPSCs were evoked every 0.5 s by 

single 2 ms depolarizing commands. Traces of EPSCs measured in the absence 

and presence of the short pulse of adenosine were superimposed. The peaks of 

EPSC~ following the short pulse of adenosine were indicated by. arrows. 

Presynaptic inhibition at steady state in the same cells was m~asured aftt~r at 
' . . 

least 20 s following continuous adenosine application, and under the condition 

that EPSCs were evoked every 2 s. Experimental conditions (the time window 

of drug application and the virus used) were indicated above each trace. 
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· • limitin.g factor regarding· the recovery. kin~tics of agonist-induced. presynaptic . 

inhibition .in control neurons, and that if the maximal rate ·of GTP hydrolysis of 

Ga has not been reached, th~n addition of RGS proteins. with GAP activity for · 
. ' 

' .. . ' ' - ·, . ' ' . . . . . . -

· Gi!o proteins at synaptic terminals. would accelerate the te~ination rate of G i/o-

mediated signaling (such as agonist-induced presynaptic inhibition)._ In. order to 

. detect such a kinetic' change, high-resolution . measurement of presynaptic 
. ·. . . ' . . 

. inhibition timecoutse is essential. ·In this· set of experiments, EPSCs were thus 

evoked at higher frequency (1Hz) than in previous experiments (0.5Hz), andthe 

onset and recovery of presynaptic illhibition was recorded started at 0.5 se~ond ' 

. after the applitation (which lasted for exactly 30 sec) and remO\ral of ag~nists 
respectively. 

. -~, . ' . . 

:' W~ ~h~se.to overexpress RGS4 and RGS8 (using adenoviral vectors) in. 

neuronal·cultures, because both RGS4 and RGS8 are strong GAPs for _Gai/o in 
. ' . . . . 

vitro (Lan,. et. aL,. 2000), and able to greatly accelerate deactivation. of GIRK 

channels (Doupnik, et al., 1997 and Saitoh, et al.,1997). In addition, both are. 
. . . . 

. expressed. irt the hippocampus (Gold, et al.; 1997). As shown in figure 11, 

application of the _GABA8 receptor agonist· baclofen ( 1 00 J..LM) depressed EPSCs· · 

at steadystate by 86±2% in neurons overexpressing RGS8 (n=17) and 79 ±3% 

. • in neurons ov~rexpressing RGS4 (n=19), both Significantly higher than 70±3% · . 

in uninfected_ neurons (n=19, p<0.05)~ In addition, in neurons overexpressing · 

RGS8 presynaptic· inhibition at 0~5 sec after baclofen application reached 
- ' 

73±3% _()f. eventual· steady state inhibition (n=l7, p<0.05), which was . 

significantly faster than in uninfected neurons (inhi~ition at-~.5 sec was 59±4%. 

of -steady state, n~ 19), whereas overexpression of RGS4 had no significant · 
. ' . . ' ' . . . ' . ' ' . . . -

eff~ct on the _onset kinetics (inhibition at 0.5 ~ec was 64±3%; n~19,.p=0.33). 

·.These results s~gg~st that using adenoviruses as a gene transfer vector, RGS4. · · · 
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Figure 11. The effect ofoverexpression of RGS8 and RGS4 on baclofen (100 

JLM)-induced presynaptic inhibition. Summary of experiments comparing 

presynaptic inhibition at steady state (A), onset timecourse (B) and recovery 

timecourse (C) in- control neurons, neurons overexpressing RGS8 and neurons 

overexpressing RGS4. Percent presynaptic inhibition was ca1culated as_ in 

previous figures. Presynaptic inhibition at 0.5 s after baclofen application was 

normalized to steady-state inhibition.. EPSCs were evoked by single 2 ms 

depolarizing commands every 1 second. Bars represent mean ::t S.E.M, with 

the number of experiments (n) in parentheses. ·Asterisks indicate p<;_0.05 

compared_with control. 
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. . . . . 
. ' . .· ·, ' . ' 

and_ RGS8 ·can be ·successfully. over-expressed in neurons and transported to 

presynaptic terminals. Interestingly, overe~pression either ~GS4 or RGS8 had 
. . ' 

no·. significant effect . on the recovery time course. of beclofen-induced -

presynaptic· inhibition,· as· shown in figure 11, the time .required to have 50% 

recovery of inhibition after removal of baclofen _was 1. 75±0 .. 19 sec in 

uninfected neurons (n=19), which was not significantly different from_-· 

2.25±0~26 sec in neurons overexpressing RGS8 (n=17, p=O.l27) and 1.71±0.14 

sec in-neurons overe~pressing RGS4 {n=19, p=0.84). 

· Similar results were also observed when the effect of overexpressi?.n ·of 

RGS8 .was tested in adenosine-induced presynaptic inhibition. As showri in 

figure .12, adenosin-~ ( 40f..LM) depressed EPsc·s in neurons overexpressing · . 

RGS8 by 87±2% (n=14, p<0.05) at steady state, which was signifi_cantly higher. 

thai~. in uninfected neurons (70±4%, n=15). Overexpression of RGS8 also 
.. · ' . . . ' 

. . . 

. accelerated the onset of adenosine-mediated presynaptic. inhibition, as the 

inhibitionofEPSCs.at 0.5 sec after adenosine application ~as. 51±4% of steady 

· state in neurons· .overexpressing RGS8 (n=14, p<0.05), which was sign_ificantly 
. . . . . . ' -

' . 

·higher.- than 38±4%, ·:of steady .state .. in uninfected .. neurons -(n=15). 
' . - . 

__ ·_ ·· Overexpressio~. of RGS8 had no effect_ o~ recovery kinetics_ of ad_en~sine-

·_ mediated presynaptic inhibition~ As shown in figure 12, time required t~ have 

· 50%.recovery of adenosine-mediated inhibition ofEPSCs was 4.04±0.33 sec in 

neu!ons overexpressing RGS8 (n=14), which was not significantly- different · 

from.that in control neurons (4.61 ±0.50 sec, n=15; p=0.36). 
. ' - . 

, . Taken together, these results suggest that presynaptic GAP. activity is 

already physiologically "saturated" by .endogenous RGS proteins, whereas other 

· _· aspects of function .6f RGS proteins at terminals· are sensitive to up-regulation . 
. . . . . . . . 

(see discus~ion). · 
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Figure 12. · The effect of overexpression of RGS8 ·on adenosine {40 J.LM)-

induced presynaptic inhibition. Summary of experiments comparing presynaptic 

inhibition· at steady state (A), onset timecourse (B) and recovery timecourse (C) 

in control neurons and neurons overexpressing RGS8. Percent presynaptic 

inhibition ~as calculated as in previous figures. Presynaptic inhibi~ion at 0. 5 s 

after adenosine application was normalized to steady-state inhibition. EPSCs 

were evoked by single 2 ms depolarizing commands every 1 second. Bars 

represent mean i: S.E.M, with the number of experiJr!ents (n) in parentheses. 

Asterisks indicate p<0.05 compared with control. 
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n~ DISCUSSION 

'. 

J. Ad'enovirus-medi~ted gene transfer 
. . ' . 

In order to study the function of endogenous RGS proteins in presynaptic 

inhibition in mammals, a means to manipulate G . protein signaling at 

· ·. presynaptic terminals is needed.· We therefore tested the feasibility of using 

recombinant adenoviruses as. gene transfer vectors in hippocampal autaptic 

. ·cultures. We have found that blocking ~A receptors with APV greatly 
. . . 

ameliorates neuronal toxicity. of adenoviruses. .Consequently we were ahle to 
·:· 

· keep the infected neurons healthy for at least J days. _· The infection protocol 

.we developed is very simple, easy to follow and highly effective, and we 

expec't that it will be. qu~te .useful for the study of neurotransmission. in 
.· . . . 

mammalian CNS neurons. It should be pointed out that it might be possible to 
. . 

further decrease neuronal toxicity of adenoviruses. For instance, co-culturing 
. . 

..... of. hippocampal autaptic cultures with glial feeder layer ·cultures and 

shortening the exposure duration of autaptic neurons to adenoviruses might 

· ·enhance the· tolerance. of: neurons. There are two . major dis~dvantages· of 
. : . . . 

using .·adenoviruses as a neuronal vector. First~ adenoviruses appear to 

preferentially infect glial cells rather than neurons .. Second, using curr~ntly · 

available technology,· construction. and prepar~tion of adenoviruses of high 

titers takes about two months (Giger, et al., 1997).· Recently, three groups 

have reported that Semliki Forest viruses (SFVs) can be used as a ge·ne · 

transfer vector to manipulate neurotransmitter release m8:chinery in 

· ·. microisland-cultured hippocampal neurons (Owe-Larsson, et al., 1999; Lao, et 
. . 

. . . 

·aL, · 2000 and. Wittemann, et al., 2000). SFVs are plus single-strand RNA 

viruses. In co~trast to adenoviruses, ·preparation of recombinant SFVs only 

:takes about two ·weeks. SFVs also pr.eferentially infect neurons over glia 
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(Ehrengrunber, et al., 1999), which makes them especially useful whenever· 

·selective neuronal gene transfer is desired. Unfortunately, the usefulness of 

SFVs in autaptic cultures is compromised by their· neuronal toxicity. 

Physiological study in autaptic neurons has to be performed within 12--18 

hours after successful infection with SFVs (Owe-Larsson, et al., 1999). Thus, 

as neuronal gene transfer vectors, both adenoviruses and SFV s have 

advantages and limitations. The choice· of vectors should be determined by 

the goal of experiments. For instance, adenoviral vectors should be preferred 

to inhibit expression of a presynaptic protein of slow turnover rate l!,Sing 

antisense technology. In our study; adenovirus-mediated expression ofPTX-i 

Ga proteins could not rescue agonist-induced presynaptic inhibition in PTX

pretreated neurons until 40 hours after infection. SFV s might not be good for 

this type of study,. given the short time window allowed for ··whole cell 

_recording on SFV -infected neurons because of toxicity. It would be 

· interesting to test whether or not APV treatment could prevent neuronal· 

toxicity of SFV s in hippocampal autaptic cultures. Note added in proof: 

· Lundstrom and colleagues (2000) recently reported a novel type of SFV s that 

is rioncytopathic- and can mediate gene· expression in cultured hippocampal 

neuron for 1--2 days. 

2. Adenoviral expression of PTX-i Ga proteins · partially rescue 

adenosine- but not ba~lofen-induced presynaptic inhibition 

As mentioned in the INTRODUCTION, a prerequisite of the double 

mutant strategy is good rescue of agonist-mediated presynaptic inhibition by.

expression ofPTX-i mutant Ga proteins. Using the adenovirus-mediated gene 

transfer protocol -we developed for hippocampal autaptic cultures, we found 
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that over-expression ofPTX-i Gail_3 could reliably rescue adenosine-mediated 

inhibition of EPSCs in PTX-pretreated neurons. This result clearly shows that 

mutant Gai1_3 can form heterotrimers with native G~y dimers and enter the _G · 

protein· pools available to adenosine A1 receptors at presynaptic terminals. 

Moreover, the C-terminal cysteine to isoleucine mutation (the mutation used 

in this study to· render Ga resistant to PTX) of Gai1_3 does not completely 

disrupt functional coupling ·with A 1 receptors, ·which _is consistent with 

previous reports (Leaney and Tinker 2000; Waldhoer, et al., 1999 and Wise, et 

_ al., 1999). _ However,_ t.he _ rescue by mutant Gai was only . partial,,. i.e., 

adenosine-mediated presynaptic irihibition in control neurons without PTX 

treatment was significantly larger than that in PTX-treated neurons expressing 

mutant Gail.;3. We speculate that at least four possibilities could explain why 
.• . ' 

the rescue was only partiaL First, the expression level of mutant Gai may- be 

not high eriough. Second, it is possible that C~ I mutant Ga proteins do not 

couple as efficiently to adenosine A1 receptors as native Ga proteins. At 

present, it is still impossible to compare the coupling efficiency with receptors 

between any PTX-insensitive Ga proteins and wild type Ga, because this will 

require a mamm-alian. cell line (which .is not currently available) that does not · 

express any endogenous Gai/o proteins. Third, PTX treatment can only ADP- · 

ribosylate and uncouple native Gau0 proteins from receptors,- ·but these 

subunits are still present in the cells .. These modified native Ga proteins ~t 

presynaptic terminals might still be able to compete with mutant G proteins for 

·access to A1 receptors. Fourth, although it seems that Ga proteins have to 

form heterotrimers with ~y before they are transported to presynaptic 

terminals in squid giant axons (Vogel, et al., 1991 ), the mechanism of axonal 

transport of G proteins in mammalian neurons is not clear. Therefore, if 
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preassembly of hetrotrimers is. not required for axonal transport of Ga to -

mammalian synaptic terminals, we expect that adeno~irus-mediated 

expression of mutant Ga in neurons could lead to accumulation of free Ga 

(could be mutant or/and native Ga) at terminals. These free Ga could buffer 

· free ~y released upon activation of receptors_ and thus might attenuate 

presynaptic inhibition (assuming PTX-sensitive agonist-induced presynaptic 

.inhibition is mediated by ~y). This is consistent with. the observation that 

over-expression of PTX -i Gail in neurons without pretreatment of. PTX 

reduced . both adenosine- and baclofen-induced presynaptic inhibition. 

Additional experiments w~uld be ·required to distinguish these possibilities. 

One surprising result arising from the present study is the much greater 

rescue of adenosine-induced- presynaptic inhibition by PTX/RGS-i Gao 

compared to PTX-i Ga0 • If the inability of PTX-i Ga0 to support adenosine

induced presynaptic inhibition were due entirely to poor coupling with A1 

receptors (see above), we would expect coupling to PTX/RGS-i Ga0 to be 

poor as well. It is possible that this is indeed the case, but that the lifetime of. 

active PTX/RGS-i Ga0 subunits is long enough to support robust presynaptic · 

inhibition nonetheless. Another possibility to consider is that Ga0 subunits are · 

better substrates for endogenous· presynaptic RGS proteins than Gai subunits. 

This would make it more difficult to rescue presynaptic inhibition with these 

G proteins, and would_ magnify the effect of disabling RGS binding. This _ 

explanation is at least plausible, as there is evidence that RGS proteins can be 

selective for specific signaling pathways (Cavalli, et al., 2000). 

One of the interesting findings in this study is that adenovirus-mediated 

overexpression ofPTX-i as well as PTX/RGS-i Ga proteins in neurons failed 

to rescue baclofen-induced presynaptic inhibition, i.e., activation of GABAs · 
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receptors has no effect on ·EPSCs in neurons pretreated with PTX and 

expressing ·any of.these mutant Ga proteins. We think the most plausible 

reason for this failure is that functional interaction between Gau0 and GABA8 

receptors is disrupted by the C-7 I mutation in Gai;0 , although we could not 

rule out the possibility that overexpression of mutant Ga may selectively 

down-regulate the functional expression of GABAB receptors at terminals to 

sorrte degree. . First, neurons expressing EGFP and p-galactosidase display 

robust baclofen-induced presynaptic inhibition, indicating that adenoviral 

infection per· se does not alter functional expression of GABAB recept9rs at 

terminals. . Seco:qd, expression of mutant Ga in neurons without PTX 

treatment partially depressed but did not abolish baclofen-induced presynaptic 

inhibition. Which is expected if C-7 I mutant GauoPY proteins are unable to 
. . 

interact with GABA8 . receptors· but could still decrease the "availability". of 

native G proteins to GABA8 receptors .. As discussed above, we cannot rule 

out the possibility of sequestration of active py by free Ga present at synaptic 

terminals. However, over-expression of mutant Ga suppresses baclofen

significantly more than adenosine-induced inhibition ofEPSCs, which is more 

consistent with the idea that the C-7 I mutation in Ga completely disrupts the 

inte~action with GABAB receptors. Third, although GABAB receptors do not 

couple to Gaq proteins of wild type, they interact effectively with chimeric 

Gaq proteins b~aring the extreme C-terminal of Gailo· Such functional 

coupling is completely abolished when the same C-7 I mutation is introduced 

(Franek, et al., 1999). The importance of the extreme· C-terminal of Gailo in 

receptor coupling has been widely appreciated (Liri, et al., 1998 and Gilchrist, 

. et al., 1999), and the role of the conserved cyst~ine at the --4 position is further 

supported by the finding that GaiL with mutation (at this position) to lysine or 
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_ arg1n1n.e can not be activated by a 2-adrenoreceptors (Bahia, et al., 1998). _ -
. . ' . . ' 

. Heterologol!S expr~ssion studies have shown that GABA8 receptors function 

as heterodimers· (reviewed by Bowery & ·Erma, 2000). If functional coupling 
. ' ' 

with one heterodime:dc GABA8 receptor requires. binding of two _distinct Ga 

subunits,.expression of only one type of PTX-i Ga will be unab.le ·to rescue 

:_ baclofen-induce presynaptic inhibition in neurons pretreated with PTX. We 

think this possibility is unlikely given the fact that heterodimeric GABAB 

- receptors. interact effectiyely with chimeric Gaq1o or Gaq1i proteins. For 

.. whatever reason is, the fact that adenoviral expression of C -7 I mutant ·1Gai/o 

-differentially rescues agonist-induced presynaptic inhibition fur:ther convinced 

·us that in PTX-pretreated neurons, adenosine (or/and NE)-mediated inhibition 

of EPSCs is indeed mediated by activation of mutant G proteins rather than 

· due to an incomplete effect of PTX _on native Gi/0 , as we could test adenosine 

· and baclofen sequ~ntially on the same neuron. · 

Obviously, our results of "rescue". experiments: do. not allow us to 
. . 

. determihe .whic4. type(s) of Gi/o are really involved in p~esynaptic inhibition. -

Any studies using the strategy of PTX-insensitive Ga inutat1on to address the 
' . . 

coupling specificity between Gilo proteins. and recepto~s should be interpreted· 
. ' ., ' ·. ' . 

: ·with caution, as the conserved C-termirial· cysyteine itself may be critical for 

such coupling. ·Nonetheless, the ability to rescue adenosine-mediated - . 

presyriaptfc inhib~tio.q _with adenoviral expression of mutant Ga. opened the 

door· for us to study the function of endogenous RGS proteins at presynaptic 

terminals in mammalian CNS neurons. 

3. Endogenous RGS proteins differentially modulate Giand.G0 ..;. mediated 

· presynaptic inhibition 
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G proteins transduce signals on time scales that range from milliseconds 
. . . ' 

to hours (or even longer). Biochemical studies and heterologous expression 

experiments suggest that RGS proteins can accelerate G protein-mediated 

signal onset and /or decay (recent-reviews see De Vries, et al., 2000 and Ross 

and Wilkie 2000). Furthermore, two recent reports convincingly demonstrated 

that endogenous RGS proteins are .essential for physiological processes in 

mammals involving rapid, brief G protein signaling, including fast onset and 

recovery of membrane-delimited inhibition ofN-type calcium channels by Gi/o 

proteins in sympathetic neurons (Jeong & Ikeda,. 2000) and the rapid 
.. . . . ~· 

' . ' 

(subsecond) termination of transducin (Gat)-mediated photoresponses in rod 

outer segments (Chen, et. al., 2000). Similarly, presynaptic inhibition in the . · 

·.mammalian CNS neurons is a fairly rapid process-often rising to a peak in a 

few hundred ms, and decaying in a couple of seconds (Mitchell, et al., 1993 

and Dittman and Regehr 1997). Taking advantage of our findings that 

adenovirus-mediated expression of either PT!{-i or RGS/PTX-i Gailo were 

able to partially rescue adenosine-ip.duced inhibition ofEPSCs in hippocampal 

neurons in microisland cultures ·pretreated with PTX, we performed a series of 

·experiments to assess the function of endogenous RGS proteins in presynaptic 

· terminals.· Our electrophysiological data strongly suggest that. endogenous 

RGS proteins are present at synaptic terminals and, as expected from the GAP 

activity of RGS proteins, are required for fast recovery of presynaptic 

inhibition .after removal of agonists. The recovery kinetics of presynaptic 

inhibition due to activation of PTX-i Giuo proteins is much faster than that of 

RGS/PTX-i Gil/o proteins. Interestingly, we found that endogenous RGS 

proteins contribute to the rapid. on~et of presynaptic inhibition caused· by 

activation. of G0 proteins but has no effect on the onset timecourse of 

presynaptic inhibition due to activation of Git proteins. In analogy, it is 
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interesting to note that endogenous RGS proteins in sympathetic neurons are 

essential for the fast. onset of . G0 -mediated inhibition ·of N-type calcium 

channels (Jeong and Ikeda 2000), whereas genetic deletion of RGS9, the. 

· major (if not the only) phototransduction GAP in the rod outer segments (He, 

Cowan and Wensel 1998), does not alter the extremely fast_ onset of Gc 

mediated ·phototransduction (Chen, et al., 2000). Thus, the precise effect of 

RGS proteins may depend on the particular Ga subunit involved. 

· In· the physiological responses mediated directly by free Ga subunits or 
I 

free ~y· dimers, the termination of G protein signaling ·is determined by th~ rate 

of GaGTP hydrolysis (and hence the timecourse . of reassociation of free ~y . 

with Ga-GDP),' whereas the onset kinetics of G protein signaling is 

determined by both the rate of G protein activation by agonist-bound receptors 

and the rate· of GaGTP hydrolysis (Zerange· &. Jan, 1998). Therefore we 
. . 

. would expect that the onset of presynaptic Inhibition would be slowed in the 

absence of endogenous RGS protein activity. The fact that the onset kinetics 

· is the same in PTX-pretreated neurons expressing RGS/PTX-i Gail as in those 

expressing.PTX-i Gait, suggests that endogenous RGS proteins may 'decrease 

the rate of activation. of Gi1 proteins catalyzed by agonist-bound receptors in 
. . 

. presynaptic te!ffiinals, conceivably by decreasing the receptor-catalyzed 

nucleotide exchange rate ur/and the rate of dissociation of ~y from Gai1GTP. · 
. . ' 

We also found that, as expected, the onset of presynaptic inhibition is much 

slower in PTX-treated -neurons expressing RGS/PTX-i Ga0 that in those 

expressing PTX-i Ga0 • As a matter of fact, according to the calculation based 

on a two-state mbdel (see Review section), the· onset time course is slowed . 

down more than.can be accounted for solely by the reduced rate of recovery. 

from presynaptic·· inhibition~ This result ·suggests that endogenous RGS 
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proteins· may be able to accelerate the rate of G0· protein activation by · 

receptors at ·presynaptic terminals-,. conceivably by accelerating the rate of 

. nucleotid~ ·.exchange catalyzed by. activated receptors or/and the rate of 

· dissociation of ~y from Ga0 • . These results imply that· RGS proteins may 
. . . 

- ' . . . . 

. interact directly or ·indirectly with ligand-gated receptors. or/and GaonPPY· 

. The structural basis of such interaction (ifexists) is unknown; In addition, it is 

: not clear why endogenous RGS proteins at presynaptic terminals differentially · ·· 

. modulate activation of .Gi and G0 . proteins. It will be interesting to study 

. directly in a simpler mammalian cellular environment whether ~nd how ,RGS . 

. proteins may affect the rate of activated receptor-stimulated nucleotide 

·. .· exchange 011 Gapy and whether this effect is dependent on the particular type 
. . 

. of Ga proteins or/and receptors involve.d. 

4. Insights from RGS overexpression experiments 

Taken together, our results strongly suggest that· endogenous RGS 

proteins_ are present in presynaptic terminals and are essential, for fast kinetics 

· ~f presynaptic inhibition mediated by . Gito protein~ and ~re. required for Go 

·proteins to transduce brief extracelluar sigmlls (as represelltedby a short pulse· 
' . . . 

. · . of adenosine exposure) in cultured hippocampal neurons. How is the function 
• > 

of RG~ proteins themselves modul~ted in mammalian cells? Recent studies 

have. shown that RGS proteins . can be regulated .-at transcriptional, 

po~ttranslationallevels or/and the .. status of interacting proteins including Ga · 

· .. subunits (reviewed by De Vries et- al., 20~0). It will ·be a challenge to 

.. · determine whether and how the ·function of RGS proteins is. modulated in 

presynaptic· terminals. As· presynaptic inhibition in mammalian. central 

neurons IS a fast process, ~hich implies a high level .'Of 'GAP activity in 
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. · synaptic terminals, we asked whether there is still. room for the upregulation of ·. · 
·. . ' ' ' 

: the function of RGS proteins in terminals. We found that adenovirus-mediated . 
- . ~ . . -

.. overexpression of RGS8 or RGS4 had no effect on the recovery time course of .. · .. 
. . . ' ' ' 

. either· adeno,sine- ··or baclofen-induced presynaptic inhibition. in cultured 
• •• ' > ' . ' 

·hippocampal neurons. However, overexpression of RGS8 acc~lerated the 
. . ' . . . 

·.onset timecourse .and steady-state level of both. adenosine- and baclofen- · 

. induced presyn~ptic inhibition~ · Overexpression ofRGS4 increased the .steady-

. st~te 'level qf adenosine-mediated presynaptic inhibition but had no. effect on 

onset kinetiCs .. These re~ults suggest that RGS8 as well as RGS4c~n. be ·. 

transported to terminals and enhance the. activation ofPTX-sensitive G 

proteins .. · .Possible mechanisms ·.might include ·enhanced rate . of receptor- ·. · ... • 

. catalyzed nucleOtide exChange or/ and increased·a~ailability ofG proteins to 

· rec~ptors. Alternatively, overexpressiOn of RGS4 upregulates the functional 
. . ' . . . . 

· expression· of Gilo protei~s .. at presynaptic·· terminals,· while RGS4 proteins. 
. - . . 

.. · theillselves are not tran.sported to terminals. The fact that overexpression of · 

·. · ... RG~8 an~ ~GS4 proteins ·failed to· further speed up the recovery of agonist

mediate<;! presynapticinhibition.suggest thatthe GAP activity. for Ga:i1oGTP in · .. 

. ·. ·•··· terminals is physiologically saturated by endogenous RGS proteins, as .both . 

. . , . RGS8 and RGS4. are stro~g GAPs ~for Gilo ·when: ~ested in vitro (Lan, ·_~t al., ._: .. 

· · · ·. 2000), ·and speed up· the ) deactivation of. GIRK.s in numerous heterologous 

· expfession studies (Saitoh, et al., .1997 and Doupnik, et al., 1997) .. It should be 
.~ . . '. 

· pointed. out that :without accurate knowledge of expression .level, .subcellular· 

1oca!izaticm . and function~! properties of distinct RGS proteins present in 

·. ·"t~nninals~ 'it is difficult to predict the contribution of particular .. RGS .proteins . 

. ··.·.to 1)haplng of the kinetics and detellilination of steady. state level .of agonist" .· 

. . : .• m~diated· presynaptic inhibition .. 
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We should _point out that the interpretation of the .results of RGS8 
. . 

. overexpression. experiments is complicated by the fact that DNA sequencing 
. . 

has· revealed a· missense mutation (Asp120-7 Asn) in pAdRGS8, . i.e.· the 
- . ' . 

recombinant adenoviral plasmid we used to prepare adenoviruses coexpressing . . . 

. RGS8 and EGFP. . This mutation was introduced during PCR probably due to 

incomplete proof-reading of DNA synthesis. We think that this mutation is 
. . 

unlikely to alter the function of RGS proteins. · First, although the res.idue 

A~p120. in· ~GS8 ·is within RGS core domain .and close to the residues .. · 

inter~cting with Ga; Asp 120 per se does not interact with Ga, assumin~ that 

the result of ~truct~raJ study of RGS4-Gail complex also applies to RGS8 

(Tesmer, et al., .1997). Second, multiple alignment analysis of mammalian 

RGS proteins shows that the residue in other RGS proteins homologous to · 

Asp120 in· RGS8 is not conserved, as .it could be a charged (negatively or· 

· . positively) fesidueor a neutral (polar or nonpolar) residue.·. 

Considering· the · observations that· (1) overexpression of RGS8 
<' .- - - - -

accelerated onset kinetics and (2) that endogenous RGS protein~ were required . 

for. fast onset of G0~mediated but not Gi1-rriediated· presyr{aptic inhibition and 

. . .. ... . ·:(3} that the.· onset·.or'presynaptic inhibition mediated.. by PTX -i Gao subunits : · 

• I ': t 

. . - - - -

•,. resembled that mediated by native G proteins, whereas that mediated by PTX- .· 

· . ii-Gai1 wasmuch slower, it appears .that these res~lts are consistent with the .. 

· idea that presynaptic inhibition in the hippocampus is, at least partially, due to· 

. activation of· G0 proteins. .. Obviously, further experiill.ents are required to · 

determine the issue·· of coupling specificity between· Guo and receptors involved 

· in· presynaptic inhiq~tion. _ 
. . 

Given·· the fact' that the expression ofRGS proteins such as RGS2 may be 

... ··· ... rapidly induced in mammalian CNS neur~ns in respori.se to stimu!ithat evoke ·. ·· 
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plasticity (Ingi, et al., 1998), and a recent report that PTX-sensitive G proteins 

may play important roles in striatal long term depression (Tang & Lovinger, 

2000), in the future it will be worthwhile (and challenging) to explore the role 

ofRGS-proteins in- long term synaptic plastic-ity and related behavior. 
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E. SUMMARY 

1. Agonist-induced presynaptic inhibition of action potential-evoked 

· .. neurotransmitter release was studied in rat hippocampal ·excitatory neurons in 

microisland cultures, using whole cell voltage clamp techniques. 

· 2. In the presence of APV (an NrviDA receptor antagonist), recombinant 

adenovirus-mediated · expression of EGFP and ~-galatosidase did not alter 

presynaptic inhibition mediated by PTX-sensitive G proteins in hippocampal 

neurons in microisland cultures. Without pretreatment of APV, nev.rons 

infected with aderioviruses did not remain viable for more than 24 hours. 

3. PTX treatment abolished adenosine-, baclofen (a GABA8 receptor agonist)

an~ norepinephrine~ mediated presynaptic inhibition.· Adenoviral infection did 

not interfere ·with the effect of PTX ·in cultured neurons. 

4. Adenovirus-mediated over-expression of either PTX-i Gai1_310 or PTX/RGS

i Gaillo in PTX-pretreated hippocampal neurons partially rescued adenosine- but. 

not baclofen-mediated presynaptic inhibition. 

5. · The recovery time course of adenosine-mediated presynaptic .inhibition in 

PTX-pretreated hippocampal neurons expres·sing PTX/RGS-i Gait/o ·was much . 
. . . 

· slower than that in PTX-pretreated neurons expressing PT·X-i Gai 110• 

6. The time course ·of the onset of adenosine-mediated presynaptic inhibition . 

in PTX-pretreated hippocampal neurons expressing PTX-i Gail was similar to

that in neurons expressing PTX/RGS-i Gaib whereas it was much faster in 

PTX-pretreated neurons expressing PTX-i Ga0 than that in neurons expressing 

RGS/PTX-i Gao proteins. 

7. . In tininfected neurons, a short pulse ( 1 OOms) of adenosine inhibited EPSCs 

.by 30---65% within 0.2 to 1.2 sec after drug removal; whereas the exposure of · 
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such short duration. of adenosine had no· effect on EPSCs in PTX -pretreated 

. neurons expressing,PTX/RGS-i Ga0 proteins, although continuous perfusion of 
. . 

· adenosine could depress EPSCs up to about 60% 'in the same neurons .. 

8. .Over-expression. o.f RGS8 (a strong GAP for Gai1o) in neurons not only·· 

accelerated the ~nset kinetics but also. enhanced· the steady state level of both : 
. . 

adenosine- and· baclofen~mediated presynaptic inhibition, whereas · the time 
• I ' ' • 

-_course of re~ov.ery from presynaptic inhibition was not altered. 
. . . 

9. . Over-expression of RGS4 (also a strong GAP for Gai!o) increased steady . 

stat~. baclofen~mediated - presynaptic inhibition, whereas the kinetics of·. 

_presynaptic inhibition remained the···same as in uninfected neurons. 

In Conclusion: 

-· 1. · APv· treatment has rendered recombinant adenoviruses a relatively nontoxic· 

: vector for gene transfer in hippocampal microisland c:ultures. 
. . ·.· ' . 

. · 2. Endogenous RGS proteins are present in presynaptic terminals and are · 

·. essential for fast terrilination of Gi/o-mediated presynaptic inhibition: _ 

. 3. Endogenous RGS proteins differentially· modulate the ·onset kinetics of Gi .. 

:: . and G0-me~iated p~esynaptic inhibition, which suggests that the effect of RGS 

proteins on ·~ctivation ofG protein signaling may d~pend on the particular Ga 

. · involved. · 

·. 4.. Endogen~us· RGS proteins present in· presynaptic terminals possess strong 

·GAP activities for Gailo to a degree that ·physiologically upregulation is not 

possible, whereas· filnctions other than GAP activity of RGS proteins. appear.· 

. · .. amenable to' upregulation .. 
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5. Taken together, these results suggest that endogenous RGS proteins regulate 

the time course of G protein signaling in presynaptic terminals of mammalian . 

CNS neurons. 

~· 
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